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ABSTRACT
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Chemistry
Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Studies of Oxygen Electrochemistry on Spinel Oxides
Turgut Sönmez
Electrochemical studies of the spinels, Co3O4 and NiCo2O4, in alkaline media were
conducted and show that the products and the oxygen reduction mechanisms vary. The 4ereduction strongly predominates at NiCo2O4, a substantial amount of the 2e- reduction
product (H2O2), 43%, is formed at the cobalt spinel. NiCo2O4 is a significantly better catalyst
than Co3O4 in terms of both the overpotential for reduction and its limiting current density.
The differences come from the enhanced rate of O – O bond cleavage early in the reduction
sequence at the mixed spinel.
Based on the full physical, spectroscopic and electrochemical studies of a wide range of Mn
content (MnxCo3-xO4, 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) in spinel cobalt oxide, the phase transition (from cubic
to tetragonal), particle size, surface area, crystallinity and electrochemical activities towards
the ORR can be tuned with Mn content in spinel cobalt oxide. The Mn ions are in oxidation
state +3 and they have tendency to occupy tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites in the
spinels. In terms of the highest limiting current and lowest onset potential for oxygen
reduction, cubic phase MnCo2O4 (x = 1.0) possesses the highest catalytic activity amongst
Mn doped spinels and follows the 4e- reduction mechanism with early cleavage of the O – O
bond.
Three different synthesis methods for MnCo2O4 (co-precipitation, thermal decomposition
and hydrothermal method) and the influence of conditions within hydrothermal method were
investigated. The preparation conditions and methods were found to affect the morphology,
phase, crystallinity, and ORR activity of the catalyst. Co-precipitation produced the catalyst
with the highest surface area, smallest particle size, highest crystallinity and the highest ORR
activity.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction
The rapid growth in energy demand, the depletion of fossil fuels, and the concern
about climate change due to the emission of large amounts of carbon dioxide and other
adverse gases from the combustion of fossil fuels in the atmosphere have become highly
important in recent years. Therefore, renewable energy sources such as wind and solar have
drawn attention since they are environmentally friendly. However, these clean energy
sources are intermittent and limited by geographical and seasonal features.1,

2

Energy

conversion and storage systems (such as fuel cells, water electrolysers, and batteries) could
play critical roles for effective utilisation of renewable energy sources. The feasibility of
these energy conversion and storage systems depends on electrocatalysts, as critical
components in these systems. Therefore, the discovery of efficient, stable and cost effective
catalysts for use in the aforementioned systems is a major scientific research area.3
Both the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are
important and the central to the efficiencies of fuel cells, water electrolysers, and metal-air
batteries.3 Precious metal electrocatalysts such as Pt, IrO2, and RuO2 have been used in these
systems. However, their high cost and low abundancy are bottlenecks for the practical use
of such precious metal electrocatalysts.4 The best known ORR catalysts are Pt or alloys of
Pt. In contrast, Pt shows only moderate activity for the OER due to the formation of
insulating platinum oxides.4, 5 IrO2 and RuO2 have shown the best catalytic activity for the
OER, however, they are not very active for the ORR.5 Additionally, RuO2 is not stable at
high potentials due to the formation of soluble ruthenium oxides with a higher oxidation
state. IrO2 is known as the most active and stable OER catalyst so far.4 The fabrication of
highly active, stable, abundant and low-cost non-precious bifunctional catalysts is therefore
of great interest.
Transition metal oxides (such as perovskites, pyrochlore and spinels) have shown reasonable
activity for both the ORR and OER processes at neutral and alkaline conditions.3, 6 The
advantages of alkali over acid are as follows: I) the ORR is more facile and a much broader
range of materials (non-precious metals) are more stable in alkaline than acid.7-9 II) Alkaline
media inhibits metal or metal oxide corrosion.10
The development of highly active catalysts is slowed by the shortage of fundamental
understanding of both the mechanism of the oxygen reduction reaction and the properties of
the catalyst that govern the catalytic activity.3 In this thesis, spinel type metal oxides (Co, Ni
1
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and Mn based) have been investigated in alkaline media in order to understand the
mechanism of the oxygen reduction reaction and structural properties of materials, which
play key role in the ORR mechanism. Spinels as oxygen electrodes have applications in fuel
cells, water electrolysers and metal-air batteries, which are briefly explained in the next
section. The ORR, OER and in general spinel structure will be discussed in the rest of this
chapter.

1.1.

Applications of ORR and OER
Spinel metal oxides can potentially be applied in energy storage and conversion

systems (fuel cells, water electrolysers and metal-air batteries). A fuel cell is an
electrochemical device where the chemical energy of fuel is directly converted to electrical
energy. Fuel cells have a lower environmental effect since there is no fuel combustion in
fuel cells.11-15 H2, methanol, ethanol etc. act as fuels and O2 reduction occurs at cathode.
Electricity, water and heat are produced.11 It is highly possible to use the electricity and heat
produced from fuel cell simultaneously and this is called co-generation.16 More details about
fuel cells may be found in the literature.14, 16, 17
A water electrolyser transfers electrical energy into chemical energy in the form of hydrogen
and oxygen.18 If the electrical energy comes from renewable energy sources then this is truly
green technology.19 In the water electrolysis process, an electrical current passes through
anode and cathode electrodes to split water into hydrogen and oxygen.18 This process has
been known for around 200 years even though it only represents 4% of hydrogen production
in the world.20 The rest of hydrogen production is produced from fossil fuel feedstock using
high temperature, gas phase reactions.19 Ultra high purity hydrogen (> 99.9%) can be only
produced via water electrolysis since oxygen is the only impurity.19, 21, 22 The cathodic
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are the
half-cell reactions in water electrolysers and it is considered that OER is the major
contributor to the overpotential.1, 23
Metal-air batteries are unique compared to traditional batteries since oxygen, the
electroactive cathode material, is not required to be stored in the battery as it can be accessed
from the environment.24, 25 Metal-air batteries have similarities to conventional fuel cells, in
which oxygen is continuously supplied to their porous cathode electrodes from the
surrounding air. However, they also have similarities to the traditional batteries since the
negative electrode is a metal.26 Much higher theoretical energy densities (2-10 fold) can be
2
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easily obtained with metal-air batteries compared to those of lithium-ion batteries since the
cathode active material (oxygen) is not stored.26-28 Zinc-air, to name but one example, is
made of two electrodes (a negative zinc electrode and a positive air electrode) and typically
uses alkaline media.26 In the battery discharge process, Zn is oxidised to soluble zincate ions
(Zn(OH)42-) in the aqueous electrolyte. Then, insoluble zinc oxide (ZnO) can be formed from
the decomposition of zincate ions. At the air electrode, oxygen from the atmosphere
penetrates through the porous gas diffusion electrode and oxygen is reduced at the air
electrode catalyst in contact with the liquid electrolyte. The anodic and cathodic reactions
during discharge process in zinc-air batteries are shown below.26, 29

Negative electrode:

Zn + 4OH- → Zn(OH)42- + 2e-

(1.1)

Positive electrode:

O2 + 4e- + 2H2O → 4OH-

(1.2)

Overall reaction:

2Zn + O2 + 4OH- + 2H2O → 2Zn(OH)42-

(1.3)

1.2.

Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)
Due to the importance and ongoing challenges of the oxygen reduction reaction

(ORR) for fuel cells and metal air-batteries, cathodic oxygen reduction is one of the most
investigated electrochemical reactions in recent decades.30, 31 The ORR mechanism is quite
complicated and many intermediates are involved in the process.32 It is clearly a multistep
mechanism and both the reaction overpotential and products strongly depend on the cathode
material. The oxygen reduction pathway in alkaline media is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

3
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Figure 1.1. Pathways for cathodic O2 reduction in aqueous alkaline media, based on
references 33 and 34.

The direct 4e- reduction pathway is predicted to result from mechanisms where the O – O
bond cleavage occurs in the early stage of the reaction sequence. On the other hand,
alternative pathways involve 2e- reduction steps with hydrogen peroxide formation.
Hydrogen peroxide can stay in the electrolyte as a final product or as an intermediate further
reduced or undergoing chemical disproportionation. The cathode and reaction conditions
strongly effect the rate of the further hydrogen peroxide reduction and chemical
decomposition. It is highly preferred that oxygen undergoes the full 4e- reduction for fuel
cells or batteries due to the following reasons:35
I)

The equilibrium potential of the O2/H2O couple is positive to that for the O2/H2O2
couple leading to a higher battery voltage.

II)

The current density at any potential is twice as large.

III)

The energy storage capability/mole of oxygen is double.

However, the observation of the direct 4e- reduction alone does not distinguish two reaction
pathways direct 4e- reduction and the 2x2e- reduction where the second 2e- reduction of H2O2
is rapid.35
More detail mechanisms of the ORR in alkaline media have been proposed by Cheng et al.36
as shown in Figure 1.2.
4
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a)

b)

M + O2 → M---O2 (adsorption)
M---O2 + e- + H2O → M---HO2 + OHM---HO2 + e- → M + HO2-

c)

M + O2 → M---O2 (adsorption)
M---O2 + 2e- + 2H2O → M---2OH + 2OHM---2OH + 2e- → M + 2OH-

d)

Mm+─O2- + H2O + e- → M(m-1)+─OH- + OHO2 + e- → O2- (ads.)
M(m-1)+─OH- + O2- (ads.) → Mm+─O─O2- + OHMm+─O─O2- + H2O + e- → M(m-1)+─O─OH- + OHM(m-1)+─O─OH- + e- → Mm+─O2- + OH-

Figure 1.2. a) Different configurations of O2 adsorption on catalyst surfaces: on top end-on,
bridge end-on, bridge side-on one site, and bridge side-on two sites, from left to right. The
blue atom represents oxygen while brown and yellow are catalytic atom 1 and atom 2
(normally metal), respectively. Mechanisms suggested for the ORR on metal surfaces in the
case of b) end-on O2 adsorption, and c) bidentate O2 adsorption, corresponding to the 2ereduction (with generated peroxide species) and the direct 4e- reduction, respectively. d) One
of the proposed catalytic ORR pathways at a metal oxide/alkaline electrolyte interface.
Figure 1.2 is based on the figure from “Chem. Soc. Rev., 2012, 41, 2172-2192” with the
author’s permission.36
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Because the mechanism of ORR can involve adsorbed O species, the mechanism and
kinetics of the ORR are very surface sensitive. Several adsorption geometries have been
proposed36 as shown in Figure 1.2.a. With each geometry, the reduction involves multiple
steps (for 4e- reduction, 4e- steps and 4 protonations) and it is difficult to identify precise
pathways. Cheng et al.36 suggest mechanisms for each O adsorption geometry, see
Figure 1.2.b – 1.2.d. Other mechanisms have been suggested, see reference37. The end-on
way supports mainly 2e- pathway (see Figure 1.2.b) since only one O atom is coordinated
vertically to the active site and one electron transfer to oxygen is happened. On the other
hand, horizontally coordinated two oxygen atoms adsorbing on the active sites support O2
dissociation36 (the ability of O2 to adsorb in a way to catalyse O – O cleavage clearly depends
on the nature and separation of atoms within the surface. It is often suggested that O – O
cleavage occurs simultaneously with M – O bond formation) and this is most likely cause to
direct 4e- pathway (see Figure 1.2.c). Even though there is not an exact idea about how 4eoxygen reduction reaction mechanism works, Figure 1.2.d shows a proposed four-step
catalytic mechanism at the transition metal-oxides’ surfaces.36
As mentioned earlier, Pt and alloys of Pt are known as the most active and favourable
catalysts for ORR process. However, the weak durability, rare abundancy in the Earth’s crust
and high cost of Pt make it hard to be used in a wide applications of aforementioned
systems.38,

39

Therefore, non-noble metal oxides38-42, metal free nitrogen doped carbon

materials43, 44, nitrogen coordinated metal on carbon matrices45 and non-precious metal
oxides on nitrogen-doped graphene46 alternatives to noble metals for ORR have been widely
studied in order to overcome these bottlenecks. The ORR mechanism on spinel type non
precious metal oxides will be investigated in details in Chapter 3, 4 and 5.

1.3.

Oxygen Evolution
The large anodic overpotential of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) limits the

practical efficiency of water electrolysis. Anodes of RuO2 and IrO2 demonstrate the lowest
OER overpotentials at a practical current density.47 However, the high cost and abundancy
of these precious-metal electrocatalysts as well as instability of RuO2 at high potentials5
make them unfavourable OER catalysts. From non-precious metal oxides, cobalt and nickel
oxides (Co3O4, NiCo2O4) have been widely studied for decades since they are highly stable
and efficient in alkaline media for OER.4 The OER mechanism on perovskites (ABO3)48 and
spinels (AB2O4)49 have been widely studied and some possible OER mechanisms have been
6
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proposed on the basis of electrochemical parameters such as reaction orders and Tafel
slopes.50-53 It is also highly important to point out that the nature of the active sites on the
electrocatalysts play a role for the oxygen evolution. That is, the oxygen evolution process
happens on a species with a high oxidation state.51 Highly oxidised Co+3/+4 and Ni+3/+4
couples are known as the active OER centres.4, 8, 52

1.4.

Spinel Structure
Spinel type transitional metal oxides (AB2O4, A, B = metals) have a structure where

A+2 and B+3 cations occupy the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, respectively, of a distorted
face-center cubic (fcc) oxygen sublattice.39, 49 One cubic unit cell consists of 8 AB2O4 formal
units, therefore it shows A8B16O32.54
1.4.1. Co3O4
Cobalt oxides can be classified to three well-defined oxides, which are CoO (cubic),
Co2O3 (hexagonal) and Co3O4 (normal spinel structure, space group Fd3̅m).55, 56 The cationic
distribution in the stoichiometric spinel Co3O4 is Co+2[2Co+3]O4-2 and Figure 1.3 illustrates
the unit cell of spinel Co3O4, where 8 Co+2 ions (3d7) occupy the tetrahedral A sites while
the octahedral B sites are occupied by 16 Co+3 ions (3d6) in the lattice.55, 57-59

Figure 1.3. The unit cell of Co3O4.

7
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Spinel Co3O4 is a p-type semiconductor with a poor electronic conductivity due to the
impossibility of electronic transfer between Co+2 ions (in tetrahedral sites) and Co+3 ions (in
octahedral sites).56,

60

The electronic transfer takes place only between Co+3 ions in

octahedral sites since there is no stabilization for Co+3 ions in tetrahedral sites.56 It has been
proposed that while changing a metal in the octahedral (B) sites of Co3O4, the ORR activity
is increased since the cations placed in B sites have a critical role assisting O2 chemisorption
via their cationic d-orbitals.59, 61
A wide range of metal cations (Ni, Mn, Cu, Li etc.) with different oxidation states can be
accommodated in a spinel Co3O4 and the metal ions substitution can change the cationic
distribution, increase the electrochemical activity, electrical conductivity, as well as
stability.38, 56, 62 Table 1.1 presents some recent studies of spinel cobalt based samples,
precursors, preparation methods, electrochemical activities for ORR/OER in alkaline media
and related references. It has been shown that31, 35, 63 mixed metal oxides show much superior
catalytic activity than that single metal oxide for ORR64 since mixed metal oxides show good
electrical conductivities through electron hopping process, which results in an increase in
the electrocatalytic activities.61, 64 Ternary NiCo2O4, to name but one example, has much
higher ORR and OER activities in alkaline media compared to binary Co3O4 due to its better
electrical conductivity and higher electrochemical activity, which is attributed to Ni ions
substitution for Co in Co3O4.35, 62, 65 In a similar way, ternary CoMn2O4 and MnCo2O4
possess much higher catalytic activity as well as stability in alkaline media compared to
binary Co3O4 because of Mn incorporation into spinel Co3O4.62 Co, Ni and Mn based spinel
oxides can be produced via different synthesis methods as well as with different ratio of
metal cations in the lattice (see Table 1.1).
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Oxides

Precursor(s)

Preparation Method

Electrochemical

References

Activity
(ORR/OER)
Co3O4

Nitrate

Precipitation, Solution Combustion,

OER

66

Hard Template
Co3O4

Chloride

The Solvent-Mediated Method

ORR

59

Co3O4

Sulphate

Chemical Synthesis +

ORR/OER

67

Post Calcination
Co3O4

Acetate

Hydrothermal

ORR/OER

68

Co3O4/

Nitrates

Thermal Decomposition

OER

69

OER

70

NiCo2O4

(two-step strategy)

NiCo2O4

Nitrates

Thermal Decomposition /
Electrophoretic Deposition/
Alloy Oxidation

NiCo2O4

Nitrates

Co-precipitation + Post Calcination

ORR/OER

71

NiCo2O4

Nitrates

Hard Template

ORR/OER

72

NiCo2O4

Nitrates

Thermal Decomposition

ORR

73

Ni1.5Co1.5O4

Sulphates

Electrodeposition with Anodization

OER

74

CoMn2O4

Acetates

Co-precipitation

ORR

39

MnCo2O4

Nitrates

Hydrothermal + Post Calcination

ORR/OER

75

MnCo2O4.5

Chlorides

A Facile Two-Step Approach

ORR

62

MnxCo3-xO4

Acetates

Sonochemical Reaction Method

ORR

64

CoMn2O4 &

Carbonates

Thermal Decomposition

ORR/OER

76

Nitrates

Hydrothermal + Post Calcination

ORR

77

MnCo2O4
MnxCo3-xO4

Table 1.1. Literature survey of some recent studies of spinel metal oxides, their precursors,
preparation method, electrochemical activities for ORR/OER and related references.

1.4.2. NiCo2O4
As previously mentioned, spinel cobalt oxide is a semiconductor and it has low
electronic conductivity. Therefore, doping Ni into spinel Co3O4 not only increases the
surface area and roughness of material but also increases the electronic conductivity of
Co3O4 by up to five orders of magnitude.71, 78, 79 It has been suggested by Windisch et al.79
that the electrical conductivity properties of Co-Ni oxide, at least partly, depend on the
structure and the composition on the octahedral sites in the spinel. Based on the results from
Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (EXAFS and XANES)
9
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and X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) in the literature, the cationic distribution of
NiCo2O4 has been proposed.80 The results from the literature80, 81 show that Ni ions are
located on the octahedral sites in the spinel structure. Even though Ni ions with different
oxidation states (Ni+2 and Ni+3) occupy octahedral sites, the ratio of Ni+2 and Ni+3 can vary
in the exact cationic distribution of the bulk since the exact cationic distribution of the bulk
highly

depends

on

the

[Co+20.8Co+30.2][Ni+20.2Ni+30.8Co+3]

preparation
(81),

procedure.80

[Co+2][Ni+3Co+3]

(82),

[Co+20.65Co+30.35][Ni+20.37Ni+30.61Co+3],

[Co+20.81Co+30.19][Ni+20.24Ni+30.75Co+3], and [Co+20.96Co+30.04][Ni+20.14Ni+30.85Co+3] (80) are
some of the proposed cationic distributions for NiCo2O4 in the literature.
1.4.3. MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)
The electrochemical activity of Mn doped spinels are higher than pure cobalt oxide
in alkaline media, which is not only from increased electrical conductivity but also from the
Mn+3/Mn+4 species considerable to be more active ORR sites than Co species in the lattice.62
Two phases (cubic and tetragonal) are formed while Mn is incorporated into Co3O4, which
depends on the atomic ratio of Mn in the lattice.83 A single stable phase of cubic spinel is
the only formed phase at 1000 oC when the range of solid solution of manganese is between
0.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.3. While both cubic and tetragonal phases exist in the ratio of 1.3 ≤ x ≤ 1.9, there
is only tetragonal phase when x ˃ 1.9.63, 84 Cubic spinel (x = 1.8) may be possible to observe
at high temperature (700 oC) and the phase transition from cubic to tetragonal can be
obtained when the materials are quenched from 700 oC since the cubic phase is not stable at
low temperature.84-86 Figure 1.4 shows the cubic phase (space group Fd3̅m) and tetragonal
phase (space group I41/amd) of Co3O4 (x = 0) and Mn2CoO4 (x = 2.0), respectively.
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of cubic Co3O4 (left) and tetragonal Mn2CoO4 (right)
spinels. Cations and anions are as shown in the figure.

According to Wickham et al.83, when more than a critical fraction (60-65 %) of the
octahedral sites are occupied by Mn+3 cations, tetragonal distortion from cubic symmetry is
shown. This has been pointed out by Bordeneuve et al. as well.87 This lattice distortion is
theoretically caused by Jahn-Teller effect of Mn+3 (3d4) in octahedral sites. Jahn-Teller effect
would be dominant when Mn+3 cations exceed the critical fraction and the spinels could not
have cubic phase anymore.84 Therefore, it is doable but it remains a big challenge to produce
Mn/Co spinels with desired atomic ratio and controlled phase in the spinel structure
especially with a wider composition range, which has a critical importance for structure
sensitive applications.84
As reported in details by Restovic et al61., many cationic distributions have been proposed
for Mn doped spinel Co3O4 and the variations in cationic distributions are based on different
preparations methods and calcination temperature. Therefore, there could be different
cationic distributions for the same composition prepared in different conditions.
The reason that spinel type cobalt-based oxides have been studied in this thesis is that the
mixed valence oxides with spinel structure are a highly important class of non precious metal
oxides, which show high catalytic activity as well as stability in alkaline media for the ORR
and OER.73 Due to the advantages of their low cost, environmental friendliness, easy
synthesis, high activity and stability, cobalt based spinel type metal oxides have been taking
a great interest.73 In particular, Ni and Mn metal cations in the spinel Co3O4 are highly active
and stable metal oxides. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the structural properties of
these materials with varying metal cations incorporation, wide atomic ratios, and the change
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in the phase with increased content ratio, the synthesis methods and conditions within the
same preparation method, which greatly effect the oxygen reduction pathway in these
systems.
Physical and spectroscopic characterisation techniques such as Powder X-ray Diffraction
(XRD), Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET), Raman Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron
Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX), Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM), X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) are mainly used for the structural characterisation of
transition metal oxides. Rotating Disc Electrode (RDE) and Rotating Ring Disc Electrode
are electrochemical characterisation techniques, which are commonly used especially for
mechanistic studies at spinels. All of these physical, spectroscopic and electrochemical
characterisation techniques mentioned above were employed in this thesis.

1.5.

Thesis Outline
The work reported in this thesis is made of a series of chapters as shown below.

Chapter 2: Information about all physical, spectroscopic and electrochemical
characterisation methods used in this project are mentioned. The physical and spectroscopic
methods allow us to characterise the structural features of spinels and the results obtained
from them are correlated with the results collected from electrochemical methods in order to
have a full understanding about how and why electrochemical activities and oxygen
reduction mechanism pathways are different at each material. This chapter also includes
information about reagent materials, instrumentation, some error and testing calculation
related to electrochemical studies.
Chapter 3: This chapter investigates the bifunctional properties of spinel type oxides (Co3O4
and NiCo2O4) and compares the oxygen reduction reaction mechanisms on these materials
under similar conditions. Although both spinels demonstrate the catalytic activity towards
oxygen reduction and evolution, the catalytic activity for both the ORR and OER at NiCo2O4
is much higher than that at Co3O4. The results also show that oxygen reduction mechanism
pathways are quite different at both spinels. The results obtained for this part of PhD formed
the basis of two published papers.35, 65
Chapter 4: Chapter 4 focusses on the effect of manganese as a dopant into the spinel Co3O4
with a much wider dopant ratios (MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)). Co3O4 and MnCo2O4 have
12
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been widely studied in the literature but the intermediate compositions and phase transitions
(from cubic to tetragonal phase) were not studied in detail. In this chapter, full physical and
electrochemical characterisations are carried out. The same results are obtained with two
different preparation methods (thermal decomposition and co-precipitation). Desired atomic
ratios (Co:Mn) are confirmed with XPS studies. Ex-situ X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
(XAS) measurements are used to determine the oxidation states of Co and Mn species in the
bulk. Based on XPS, ex-situ XAS and fit statistics from XRD data, the cationic distribution
of all spinels are proposed. The oxygen reduction mechanism pathways are deeply
investigated at pure spinel Co3O4 and Mn doped spinel Co3O4 samples.
Chapter 5: The final part of this thesis is to compare the effect of preparation conditions
within the same preparation method and three different synthesis methods (co-precipitation,
thermal decomposition, and a hydrothermal method) towards oxygen reduction activity at
MnCo2O4 since using different conditions within a single method and different preparation
routes show important variations in the rate of oxygen reduction in alkaline media. This
chapter also includes full physical, spectroscopic and electrochemical characterisation of
spinel MnCo2O4 samples.
Chapter 6: The conclusion chapter highlights the concluding remarks from Chapter 3, 4
and 5.

1.6.
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Chapter 2: Experimental
This chapter discusses the experimental aspects of techniques that have been used
for physical characterization and electrochemical measurements in this thesis. The
preparation of the catalyst materials will be discussed in the relevant chapters (3, 4 and 5).

2.1.

Reagents and Materials

Table 1 List of the materials and reagents used in this thesis along with their suppliers
Material/Reagent

Supplier

Ammonium hydroxide (35 %)

Fisher Scientific

®

Aqueous Nafion solution (10.0 % solids)

Sigma Aldrich

Boron nitride (powder, 1 micron, 98 %)

Sigma Aldrich

Carbon powder (XC-72R)

Johnson Matthey

Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate (99 %)

Acros Organics

Cobalt (II) oxide (≥ 99.99 % trace metals basis)

Sigma Aldrich

Cobalt (II, III) oxide (nonstoichiometric compound, 99.995 %

Sigma Aldrich

trace metals basis)
Diethylene glycol (≥ 99 %)

Sigma Aldrich

Ethanol (absolute)

Fisher Scientific

Hydrochloric acid (≈ 37 %)

Fisher Scientific

Hydrogen peroxide 100 (˃30 % w/v)

Fisher Scientific

Isopropyl alcohol (99 %)

Fisher Scientific

Lithium cobalt (III) oxide, 99.5 % (metals basis)

Alfa Aesar

Manganese (II) nitrate tetrahydrate (≥ 97 %)

Sigma Aldrich

Manganese (II) oxide (≥ 99.99 % trace metals basis)

Sigma Aldrich

Manganese (III) oxide (99.9 % trace metals basis)

Sigma Aldrich

Manganese (IV) oxide (≥ 99.99 % trace metals basis)

Sigma Aldrich

Mercury

Fluka Chemika

Mercury (II) oxide (99.999 % trace metals basis)

Sigma Aldrich

Micro-cloth

Buhler

Micro-polish Alumina (0.05 µm)

Buhler

Micro-polish Alumina (1 µm)

Buhler

Nitric acid (70 %)

Fisher Scientific

Nitrogen

BOC

Oxygen

BOC

Platinum black (fuel cell grade)

E-TEK

Polyamide filter

Whatman
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Potassium hydroxide (85 %)

Acros Organics

Sodium Bicarbonate

Fisher Scientific

Sodium hydroxide (˃ 98 %)

Fisher Scientific

Toray Carbon Paper (45365)

Alfa Aesar

Water (18 MΩ cm)

Purite water purifier

2.2.

Physical Characterization
Prepared materials were first characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD), BET

Surface Area Measurements, Raman Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy
Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), X-Ray
Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) in order to
investigate crystallite size, phase, surface area, morphology, elemental distribution, particle
size, atomic ratio and decomposition.
2.2.1. Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the phase of the materials
via refinement of the diffraction patterns using the PDXL1 (Rigaku) and GSAS2 software
packages in order to determine unit cell and lattice parameters. Additionally, the average
crystallite size was calculated from the widths of diffraction peaks by using the Scherrer
equation (Equation 2.1). Where L is the average crystallite size, K is the Scherrer constant
(typically 0.9 but this is not certain due to different approximation methods), λ is the
wavelength of the incident X-rays, β is the full width half maximum of the diffraction peak
in radians and θ is the Bragg angle.3

𝐿=

𝐾𝜆
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

Equation 2.1

All materials were finely ground and sieved (53 µm) as part of the preparation method (see
Chapters 3-5). Therefore, for the XRD measurements, each sample was directly transferred
into sample holder and packed using a clean cover glass, which was removed prior to the
measurements. The sample holder was then placed in Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer with
a fluorescence filtering detector. The radiation source used with this diffractometer is
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Cu - Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å). All materials were scanned from 10o to 80o 2θ with a 0.2 seconds
step time, 0.0162o step size, 935 seconds exposure time and 8 scans.
2.2.2. BET Surface Area Analysis (BET)
The specific surface area of the powdered samples was measured by the physical
adsorption of N2 gas using Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) isotherm.4 Equation 2.2

𝑃
𝑉(𝑃0 −𝑃)

=

1
𝑉𝑚 𝐶

+

𝐶−1 𝑃
𝑉𝑚 𝐶 𝑃0

Equation 2.2

Where P is equilibrium pressure, P0 is the vapour pressure of the adsorbate gas at standard
𝑃

conditions, V is the volume of the adsorbed gas at a particular partial pressure (𝑃 ), Vm is the
0

volume of gas required to achieve monolayer coverage and C is the temperature dependent
BET constant. The specific surface area (S) of the material (m2 g-1) was then calculated
(Equation 2.3). Where A (m2) is the area of adsorbate molecule, m the mass of the sample
(g) and NA is Avagadro’s number.

𝑆=

𝑉𝑚 𝑁𝐴
𝑚 𝑉𝐴

𝐴

Equation 2.3

All samples were first dried in glass sample holders under vacuumed condition at 180 oC for
2 hours and dryness was confirmed by periodically weighing each sample once cooled to
room temperature until a constant weight was achieved. Then sample was placed in
Micromeritrics-Gemini/Micromeritrics-TriStar II 3020 Instruments to obtain the isotherm
data at nitrogen temperature (77 K). Nitrogen gas was used for all BET surface area
measurements as the adsorbate gas.
2.2.3. Raman Spectroscopy
Powder samples were packed as a thin layer between two cover glass slides and
before focusing a specific point of sample with microscope and taking the spectra, the top
slide was removed. A 50x microscope lens was used with 785 nm wavelength Near IR Laser
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(100 mW). The spectrometer was a Renishaw inVia. The laser power was chosen as 0.5 %
and accumulating time was 60 seconds. The baseline was subtracted for each spectra using
the Origin 2015 software package.
2.2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX)
Small amounts of the powdered samples were sprinkled onto adhesive carbon tabs
on aluminium sample studs and the excess was removed by shaking. Then aluminium sample
studs were placed in the Philips XL30 ESEM environmental scanning electron microscope
(running at 15 kV) operating in the wet mode with a secondary electron (SE) detector. The
microscope was fitted with a Thermo Scientific NSS X-ray Analysis System with ultra-dry
EDX detector. SEM images and EDX data were collected after the microscope was
evacuated.
For SEM imaging of the glassy carbon (GC) electrodes, an ink was prepared as described
below in 2.4.6 and this was drop coated onto GC electrode, which was fitted into the
microscope and the microscope was evacuated.
2.2.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Powdered samples were sprinkled onto carbon coated Cu TEM grids, prepared by
Mr. Anton Page of the Biomedical Imaging Unit, Southampton General Hospital, before
using a FEI Tecnai 12 Transmission Electron Microscope running at 100 kV.
2.2.6. X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy measurements for powdered samples were
carried out by Dr Laura Calvillo, University of Padova, Italy. Photoemission data were
obtained in a custom designed UHV system equipped with an EA 125 Omicron electron
analyser with five channeltrons, working at a base pressure of 10-10 mbar. Core level
photoemission spectra (C 1s, O 1s, Mn 2p and Co 2p regions) were collected in normal
emission at room temperature with a non-monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source (1486.7 eV)
and using 0.1 eV steps, 0.5 s collection time and 20 eV pass energy. The binding energies
(BE) were referenced to the C 1s peak at 284.6 eV.
2.2.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Co(NO3)2.6H2O and Mn(NO3)2.4H2O (2:1) were used as starting materials in order
to produce spinel MnCo2O4 via a thermal decomposition method (see Chapter 4).
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Therefore, the mixture of these salts was heated on a hot plate to obtain a solid sample prior
to TGA analysis in order to define the composition of sample and thermal stability prior to
investigation of the optimum temperature to produce spinels. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) was performed using a TG 209 F1 Libra (Netzsch). Sample was heated in a ceramic
crucible from 30 to 900 oC with a temperature ramp of 10 oC min-1 under air flow atmosphere
(air flow rate 50 mL min- 1). The TGA experiment was carried out with the help of Ms Lucia
Lupica-Spagnolo in the Chemistry Department at the University of Southampton.

2.3.

Electrochemical Characterization
Electrochemical techniques are critical tools to probe the electrochemical activities

and behaviours of the prepared catalysts. Techniques that have been used in this thesis are
mainly Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) at Rotating Disc
Electrodes (RDE) and Rotating Ring Disc Electrodes (RRDE).5-8 CV was used to investigate
changes in oxidation state of transition metals within surface layers. Figure 2.1 is an example
of cyclic voltammetry of cobalt oxide (Co3O4) in 1 molar potassium hydroxide at 25 oC
measured with 10 mV s-1 scan rate between potentials of 0.0 and 0.6 V vs Hg/HgO.
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Figure 2.1. Cyclic voltammetry of Co3O4 (see Chapter 3 for preparation) coated on to a
glassy carbon electrode (0.19 cm2) in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate:
10 mV s-1.
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The figure is divided to two sections, A, double layer region and B, oxidation and reduction
region. Double layer charging currents, a charge formed in the interphase between electrode
surface and electrolyte, can be seen between 0.0 and 0.4 V vs. Hg/HgO.5, 9 The surface
oxidation begins around 0.4 V and a well-formed oxidation peak is observed when the
surface oxidation ends around 0.6 V. After 0.6 V, oxygen evolution starts. The surface
reduction begins at 0.6 V and ends around 0.4 V in the back scan. These oxidation and
reduction peaks are due to the change in the oxidation states of Co.10 Further details related
to oxidation/reduction states of Co will be explained in Chapter 3.

2.4.

Electrochemical Experimental Details
Experimental details related to the electrochemical cell design and electrolyte, the

reference electrode (Hg/HgO) preparation, instrumentation, rotating disc electrode (RDE)
test experiment, catalyst preparation, electrode coatings, electrode surface coverage mapping
and electrode surface coverage error calculation will be explained in this section.
2.4.1. Electrochemical Cell and Electrolyte
RDE and RRDE were used and all the electrochemical measurements were carried
out in a beaker cell (volume ≈ 200 mL) with a water jacket thorough which water was passed
for temperature control as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Schematic of electrochemical cell used for RDE and RRDE measurements.
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Pt gauze and home made Hg/HgO (1 M KOH) electrodes were used as counter and reference
electrodes, respectively. The glassy carbon (GC) electrode (Disc OD: 5 mm, 0.196 cm2) was
an AF3M electrode (Pine Instrument). The rotating ring disc electrode was made of a glassy
carbon disc (0.25 cm2) and Pt ring (0.19 cm2) (AFE7R9GCPT, Pine Instrument) with a
collection efficiency (N) of 0.37 (see Figure 2.3). Prior to each experiment, GC and GC/Pt
electrodes were polished on separate micro-cloths (Buehler) with alumina slurries of 1.0 μm
and then 0.05 μm particle sizes. The tips of electrodes were then immersed in deionized
water for ultrasonic irradiation (≈ 10 minutes) before final rinsing. All experiments were
carried out in 1 M KOH degassed with nitrogen or pre-saturated with oxygen.

Figure 2.3. The schematic design of rotating-ring disc electrode (RRDE).

The geometric surface areas of disc and ring can be calculated from diameters (Disc OD
(D1): 5.61 mm, Ring ID (D2): 6.25 mm and Ring OD (D3): 7.92 mm).
2.4.2. The Reference Electrode (Hg/HgO) Preparation
Mercury/Mercury Oxide (Hg/HgO), an ideal reference electrode for alkaline media,
was used as a reference electrode in all electrochemical measurements. Figure 2.4 shows
the homemade Hg/HgO reference electrode and its labelled parts. The glass part of the
reference electrode was made in the glass blowing workshop in the Chemistry Department
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at the University of Southampton. The empty glass tube, which has a platinum wire in and
connected to nickel wire, was filled with liquid mercury (≈ 1/4 of tube) in contact with Pt
wire. Then HgO (red solid powder) was packed in the tube (≈ 1/4 of tube). Glass wool, which
was already soaked into deionised water, was used to hold the Hg/HgO in place. Finally, the
whole glassware was filled with 1 M KOH. The concentration of electrolyte in the reference
electrode should be the same of the electrolyte in electrochemical cell in order to eliminate
any liquid junction potential.11 The potential of Hg/HgO is +866 mV vs. SHE with 1 M
KOH.

Figure 2.4. The image of homemade Hg/HgO reference electrode in 1 M KOH.

2.4.3. Instrumentation
Electrochemical measurements were carried out with an Autolab PGSTAT
instrument with Nova 1.1112 and GPES software packages. A Pine Instrument Rotator, type
CPR or MSR, was used to control the rotating rates of electrodes. Origin 201513 was used
for processing electrochemical data.
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2.4.4. Rotating Disc Electrode (RDE) Test Experiment
Rotating disc electrode (RDE) and rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) test
measurements were periodically carried out with 3 mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 1 M KOH purged with
N2 in order to ensure RDE and RRDE systems were working properly. K3Fe(CN)6 was used
for all the test experiments since Fe(CN)6-3/ Fe(CN)6-4 is a good redox couple, which has a
very fast reversible electronic transfer process.14
The role of mass transport is very important at mass transfer limited condition at RDE/RRDE
experiments. The Levich equation (Equation 2.4) shown below applies only when the
reaction is fully mass-transfer limited at the RDE and limiting current density is proportional
to c and ω1/2.6, 14

𝑗𝐿 = 0.62𝑛𝐹𝐷2/3 𝑐𝑣 −1/6 𝜔1/2

Equation 2.4

Where jL is limiting current density (A cm-2), n is number of electrons participate in electrode
reaction, F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C mol-1), D is diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1), c is
the concentration of electroactive species (mol cm-3), v is the kinematic viscosity of the
electrolyte (cm2 s-1) and ω is the rotating rate of electrode (radians s-1). Therefore, the
proportionality between limiting current density and rotating rate has been shown in the RDE
test experiment (see Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5 shows the linear sweep voltammetry of the
reduction of 3 mM Fe(CN)6-3 to Fe(CN)6-4 in 1 M KOH (purged with N2) with different
rotating rates at room temperature with 5 mV s-1 scan rate.
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Figure 2.5. Linear sweep voltammetry of 3 mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 1 M KOH purged with N2
(≈ 30 minutes). Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.

The linearity between jL vs. ω1/2 (at -0.1 V potential) can be seen in Figure 2.6 as it is
expected from the Levich equation (Equation 2.4). These results show that RDE system
does work properly. The same test experiment was also applied to RRDE (results are not
shown) and similar results were obtained. In addition to the test experiment, diffusion
coefficient of 𝐹𝑒(𝐶𝑁)−3
6 (D) can be also calculated from the slope of the Levich plot (see
Figure 2.6) as shown below:

2

1

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = 0.62 𝑛 𝐹𝐷3 (𝑚2 𝑠 −1 )𝑣 −6 (𝑚2 𝑠 −1 ) 𝑐 (𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚−3 )

(n = 1; F = 96500 C mol-1; ν (1 M KOH)15: 1 10-6 m2 s-1; c: 3 mol m-3)

2

1.5262 = 0.62 x 1 x 96,500 x 𝐷 3 x (1 10-6)-1/6 x 3
D = 7.8 10-10 m2 s-1
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Figure 2.6. Plot of jL vs. ω1/2 produced from Figure 2.5 at -0.1 V potential. Slope: 1.5262
(± 0.01503).

2.4.5. Catalyst Preparation
Thermal decomposition, co-precipitation and hydrothermal methods were used for
catalysts preparations. Details of material preparations will be discussed in relevant chapters
(3-5).
2.4.6. Electrode Coatings
Ink preparation and electrode coating for all rotating disc electrode and rotating ring
disc electrode measurements are the same. 2 mg of each catalyst were placed with 6 mL
deionized water. Then each sample was placed in an ultrasonic bath (Fisherbrand FB15046)
for 30 minutes followed by 2 minutes shear force stirring in a homogeniser (Fisher Powergen
1000). The prepared ink remained in the sonicator while depositing 3x15 μL of prepared ink
on to a clean GC electrode surface (0.196 cm2) to generate loading of 75 μg cm-2. Finally,
15 μL of 1 % Nafion in water (prepared from aqueous Nafion solution, 10 % solids) was
added and the coating again dried. The GC electrode was dried with an IR heat lamp after
each ink and Nafion drop.
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Figure 2.7. SEM image of MnCo2O4 (prepared via thermal decomposition method) coated
on a GC electrode. Image scale: 500 µm. The image was taken from the middle of catalyst
coated GC electrode.

The uniformity of coated ink on GC electrode was checked by SEM and it can be seen in
Figure 2.7. On a low magnification, the coating appears uniform. On a high magnification,
it can be seen that the catalyst is present as individual particles with a size up to 10 µm.
2.4.7. Electrode Surface Coverage Mapping
Electrode surface coverage mapping was carried out on the same GC electrode after
collecting Figure 2.7 to analyse elemental mapping as well as the electrode coverage since
catalysts appear as individual particles in Figure 2.7.
As can be seen from SEM elemental mapping of MnCo2O4 coated on the GC electrode
(Figure 2.8), each element mapping is perfectly matching to the SEM image in Figure 2.8.
It is shown in the SEM image (Figure 2.7) of catalyst coated on GC electrode, there are
some parts at the GC electrode, which are not completely covered with ink. However,
elemental mapping shows there are some nanoscale particles which are still covering GC
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electrode with a less intensity of catalyst material on the surface. Figure 2.8 and its full EDX
scale of MnCo2O4 (Figure 2.9) are complementary results with SEM image (Figure 2.7).
All of these results show that there is a uniform layer of catalyst material on GC electrode in
which the intensity of materials are different in some points due to agglomeration of particles
in the ink.
It is also worth to note that elemental mapping (Figure 2.8) does also show a uniform
distribution of Co and Mn within the individual particles.
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Figure 2.8. SEM elemental mapping of MnCo2O4 coated on GC electrode. Image is from
the middle of the electrode. For SEM image, parameters: Data type: Counts; Image
resolution: 512 by 426; image pixel size: 0.12 µm; map resolution: 512 by 426; map pixel
size: 0.12 µm; acc. voltage: 15.0 kV; magnification: 2000.
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Figure 2.9. SEM full scale EDX of MnCo2O4 coated on GC from the middle of GC
electrode. Full scale counts: 18822.

2.4.8. Electrode Surface Coverage Error Calculation
Knowledge of the electrode area is critical in comparing electrocatalysis. With the
preparation of the thin film electrodes, errors could arise from a) incomplete coverage of the
GC disc b) the oxide film extending over the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) shroud. These
errors were investigated by SEM imaging of catalyst coated GC electrode. Figure 2.10
shows one of six SEM images (see all 6 images in Appendix, Figure A2.1.) of catalyst
coated GC electrode edges at six different points on the circumference. Film, uncovered
distance between film and GC electrode edge, GC edge, PTFE edge and PTFE are as shown
in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10. SEM image of MnCo2O4 coated GC electrode (one of 6 images from 6 different
positions on the GC electrode edge).

The average of uncovered surface distances (AUSD) from the edge of GC electrode (6
points) is calculated from Figure 2.10 (five images are not shown here) and shown below.

AUSD =

87.9 + 75.9 + 84.9 + 71.1 + 84.0 + 83.0
= 81.1 µm
6

The exact surface area of GC is 1.9635 10-5 m2. The uncoated surface area of GC electrode,
which was calculated from AUSD, is 1.253 10-6 m2.

Electrode surface coverage error = −

1.253 10−6
100 = −6.4%
1.9635 10−5

Electrode surface coverage error has been found as -6.4%. This result indicates that
electrochemical results for the same material under the same condition may vary roughly in
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the range of ±10%. This difference was observed while carrying out reproducibility
experiments.

2.5.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)16,

17

measurements were carried out in

transmission mode at Diamond Light Source-B18. There are some steps of processing the
raw XAS data produced by the beamline using the ATHENA software program. 18, 19 The
raw XAS data are first imported into ATHENA in order to normalise, calibrate and carry out
the background subtraction. Prior to normalisation and calibration, multiple spectra collected
for each sample were merged to improve the signal to noise ratio. Then, XAS spectra were
normalised to 1 and normalisation was continued by I) fitting a linear function through the
pre-edge; II) fitting a quadratic function to post-edge and III) subtracting both of these from
the raw data as a final stage.18, 20
A Mn foil spectrum was also measured for calibrating each sample. The calibration is
achieved by shifting the peak of the first derivative of the metal foil reference samples to the
tabulated absorption energy. Then, the shift in absorption energy is applied to all spectra of
samples in order to ensure the same energy scale.20
The adsorption edge energy (Eo) can be identified either selecting half-way up the adsorption
edge (white line peak) or the first peak in the first derivative of the spectrum.20 Half-way of
the white line peak was chosen for Eo in XANES studies for this thesis.
2.5.1. Ex-Situ XANES Measurements
Ex-situ XAS measurements were carried out to investigate how oxidation states of
powdered samples are changing with different atomic compositions and preparation
methods. Ex-situ XANES measurements were conducted with the help of Professor Andrea
E. Russell and Dr Veronica Celorrio.
2.5.1.1.

Pellet Preparation
Boron nitride was mixed with catalysts (amount of active material varies from 5 mg

to 20 mg based on X-ray absorption calculation for each active material) to prepare pellets
(≈ 120 mg total composition) for ex-situ XANES measurements. The mixture of boron
nitride and active material was mixed in a pestle and mortar prior to applying 5 tons pressure
for 15 seconds.
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Chapter 3: Spinel Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 as Bifunctional Oxygen
Catalysts in Alkaline Media
This chapter will first explain the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) behaviours at bifunctional spinel type Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 catalyst
electrodes in alkaline media. The main focus then will be comparing the oxygen reduction
reaction mechanism at these spinels.

3.1.

Introduction
The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are

highly important processes in metal-air batteries, fuel cells and water electrolysis. Therefore,
electrocatalysts, where oxygen reduction or oxygen evolution take place, are crucial
components of these systems. Transition metal oxides especially spinels1-8 and perovskites912

have been widely studied for their electrochemical activities towards oxygen reduction

and oxygen evolution in the alkaline system.
Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 have drawn the most attention amongst spinel oxides due to their
relatively high electrochemical activity and stability in alkaline media. Due to the advantages
of their high catalytic activity, thermodynamic stability, abundancy, cheapness, low
electrical resistance and environmental friendliness, spinel type Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 are
highly favourable as electrode materials in energy conversion and storage systems.6,

13

Alkaline media is more favourable than acidic media for spinel metal oxides since they are
more stable in alkaline media.13-15 Therefore, many studies2-4, 16-18 were carried out of their
electrochemistry in alkaline media.
Although OER properties of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 have been extensively investigated since
the 1980s2-4, 19, 20, ORR studies of these bifunctional spinels have not been extensively
reported in the literature. In most studies, carbon powder is used with oxide based electrodes
since carbon increases the conductivity of the catalyst layer, which results in an enhancement
for the catalytic activity of materials for ORR.21-23 However, carbon itself shows catalytic
activity towards ORR by reducing oxygen via the 2e- pathway, which produces hydrogen
peroxide. This confuses or makes it hard to identify the mechanism of ORR at spinel oxides.
It is also not desirable to use carbon component in a bifunctional oxygen electrode since
carbon itself corrodes under the oxygen evolution conditions.24-27. Two recent papers from
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Southampton University show the oxygen reduction on NiCo2O4 based gas diffusion
electrodes (GDE) in alkaline media without any carbon additive.16, 17 Many other reports
also show the oxygen reduction behaviour on nanostructured Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 spinel
oxides.28-37 However, the evaluation of these results are limited by the deficiency of the data
at standard surfaces (such as Pt, carbon or bare glassy carbon) in order to make an accurate
comparison.
An intense search of the literature shows the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) process has
not been fully understood at spinel Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 electrodes. Therefore, the main aim
of the study shown in this chapter is to investigate oxygen reduction reaction process in
alkaline media on pure spinel Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 (without a graphitic carbon component)
by analysing the rotation dependent limiting currents for oxygen reduction and hydrogen
peroxide oxidation and reduction. These catalysts can be investigated in three different ways;
as pure powders, as powders with carbon black (XC-72R) or as spray and thermal coatings
on a metal substrate. Catalysts used in this study are pure powders. Moreover, they were
used to make bound films on an inert (vitreous carbon) rotating disc electrode (RDE) and
rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE). The results compared to those obtained at the standard
Pt black and graphitic carbon electrodes in order to make a logical assessment.
Early parts of this work were carried out by Dr Stephen W.T. Price and Dr Stephen J.
Thompson, who investigated the design and fabrication of gas diffusion electrode (GDE)
with spinel NiCo2O4.17 The work in this chapter is partially the continuation of this work,
however, the aspect here is to investigate the bifunctional properties of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4
and the comparison of the ORR mechanism pathways at these powdered pure spinels since
the amount of intermediate product (H2O2) and oxygen reduction pathways are quite
different. The results shown in this chapter formed the basis of two published papers.38, 39

3.2.

Experimental

3.2.1. Co3O4 synthesis
5 g Co(NO3)26H2O was dissolved in 20 cm3 of deionised water. The solution was
evaporated to dryness and heated at 105 oC for 3 hours. The residue was ground and then
calcined at 400 oC for 12 hours. The resulting black solid was reground and then sieved
through a 53 m sieve.
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3.2.2. NiCo2O4 synthesis
29 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 14.5 g Ni(NO3)2.6H2O were dissolved in 100 cm3 of
deionised water to give a deep red solution. 56 g KOH and 53.9 g NaHCO 3 were dissolved
in 1500 cm3 of deionised water and the Ni (II)/Co (II) solution was slowly added drop wise
to this solution with vigorous stirring. After complete addition, the solution was heated at
80 oC for 20 hours. The green opaque suspension was filtered through a 0.02 m polyamide
filter and dried at 100 oC. It was then ground before being calcined at 375 oC for 4 hours.
The resulting black solid was reground and then sieved through a 53 m sieve. This sample
was produced by Dr Stephen J. Thompson.
3.2.3. Electrode Coating
Ink preparation and electrode coating are as described in Chapter 2, section 2.4.6.
All current densities are based on geometric area of the vitreous carbon disc.

3.3.

Physical Characterization
This section will describe the physical characterization of powdered spinels (Co3O4

and NiCo2O4) via XRD, BET, SEM and TEM.
3.3.1. XRD
The spinel structures of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 were confirmed by XRD as shown in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. XRD patterns of the two spinels Co3O4 (bottom) and NiCo2O4 (top).

The powder patterns of NiCo2O4 are noisier compared to those for Co3O4, due to higher
fluorescence. The structural refinements were also carried out and Table 3.1 shows the
structural parameters of both spinels obtained by analysing of the XRD patterns.

Powder

Space group

Lattice constant

V (Å3)

a=b=c (Å)

Average crystallite
size / nm

Co3O4

Fd3̅m

8.08574(5)

530

23

NiCo2O4

Fd3̅m

8.1082(1)

533

12

Table 3.1. Summary of XRD structure refinement of the patterns shown in Figure 3.1.

The results from Table 3.1 show that adding nickel into cobalt oxide expands the cell volume
as well as lattice constant as expected.40 As already shown in Chapter 1, cobalt has two
different oxidation states, Co+2 in the tetrahedral sites, Co+3 in the octahedral sites. Ni ions
occupy the octahedral sites.41, 42
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3.3.2. BET
BET measurements of the surface areas of the materials were carried out twice with
two different instruments. The results from Micromeritrics-Gemini Instrument are: 30 m2/g
for Co3O4 and 68 m2/g for NiCo2O4. The results from Micromeritrics-TriStar II 3020
instrument (a more sophisticated instrument) are shown in Table 3.2.

Powder

BET Surface Area (m2/g)

Average Aggregate Size (nm)

Median Pore
Width (Å)

Co3O4

35

172

13.5

NiCo2O4

77

78

12.8

Table 3.2. Summary of BET surface area measurements from Micromeritrics-TriStar
II 3020

3.3.3. SEM
Elemental analysis of the NiCo2O4 showed the Ni:Co ratio is close to 1:2, carried out
by inductive coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-MS) by Medac Ltd. EDAX
analysis also confirmed this ratio as 1:2. Figure 3.2 is SEM images of both spinels and
indicates that the solids were made up of irregular particles with dimensions of 10 – 50 m.

Figure 3.2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) of Co3O4 (left) and NiCo2O4 (right). Scale
bar is 10 micron.
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3.3.4. TEM
Figure 3.3 shows the TEM images of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4. TEM images and the
width of the peaks in the XRD suggest that these particles are masses of particles with typical
size of 10 to 20 nm.

Figure 3.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of Co3O4 (left) and NiCo2O4 (right).
Scale bar: 100nm (left) and 20 nm (right).

3.4.

Electrochemical Characterization
This section will explain the electrochemical behaviours of the catalysts in alkaline

media. The experimental details are as described in Chapter 2.
3.4.1. Cyclic Voltammetry and Oxidation States
Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 spinels were coated on the GC electrode and used for cyclic
voltammetry under the conditions involving 1 M KOH electrolyte at 25 oC with a potential
scan rate of 10 mV s-1 between open circuit potential and a potential before oxygen evolution
vs Hg/HgO. Results from Figure 3.4 are typical cyclic voltammograms for Co3O4 and
NiCo2O4 in alkaline media in agreement with those in the literature.4, 14, 16, 18, 43-45 Wellformed oxidation peaks (forward scans) and reduction peaks (back scans) are due to the
change in the oxidation states of Co and mixed Co/Ni ions in the spinel structures. It is
believed in the literature that these peaks are the oxidation of Co (III) to Co (IV), which is
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attributed to the oxidation reaction of CoOOH at the surface of thin film electrode (see
Reaction 3.1). This is a reversible surface reaction (see Reaction 3.2).4, 6, 13, 29, 43-45

CoOOH + OH- → CoO2 + H2O + e-

(3.1)

CoO2 + H2O + e- → CoOOH + OH-

(3.2)

It is known that the surface of a thin film Co3O4 electrode is partially changed to CoOOH at
open circuit potential.13 Peak potentials at E = 0.517 V (Epa) and E = 0.510 V (Epc) were
obtained for Co3O4, which gives formal redox potential (E = (Epa + Epc)/2) 0.514 V. This is
almost what is recorded in the literature for formal redox potential (E = 0.515 V).13 The
anodic peak potential (Epa) and cathodic peak potential (Epc) for NiCo2O4 are about 0.465 V
and 0.390 V, respectively. While the potential between anodic and cathodic peaks for
NiCo2O4 is around 0.075 V, it is around 0.007 V for Co3O4. It is also worth noting that the
oxidation and reduction peaks at NiCo2O4 at less positive potentials. These results are in a
good agreement with the literature.13
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Figure 3.4. Cyclic voltammograms - 1st (black) and 10th cycles (red) for Co3O4 (top) and
NiCo2O4 (bottom) layer in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 10 m V s-1.
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Figure 3.4 also shows that the kinetics of electron transfer reaction at Co3O4 are relatively
rapid compared to those at NiCo2O4 as evidenced by the narrower oxidation/reduction peaks
at Co3O4. In contrast, the reverse scan of NiCo2O4 shows two broad features extending down
towards the negative potential limit, which may come from more complex electron transfer
kinetics. In fact, some papers20, 36, 46-53 reported cyclic voltammetry of NiCo2O4 under similar
conditions and those results show significant variation, which is probably due to different
preparations. All peak current densities increased with increased scan rates. Moreover, the
total charge under the oxidation peaks is equal to the total charge under the reduction peaks
at all scan rates indicating that the charge passed is limited by the availability of species on
the electrode surface. Therefore, all chemistry is reversible. Since the charge associated with
oxidation/cathodic peak (1.5 mC cm-2) is small compared to that for 1 e- oxidation/reduction
of all the nickel and cobalt ions in the film on GC electrode (≈ 30 mC cm -2), it is clear that
only the surface layers of the spinels are oxidised/reduced during potential cycling.
It can also be seen from Figure 3.4 that there is almost no difference between the 1st and 10th
cycles. However, it seems there is a small increase for oxidation and reduction peaks at
NiCo2O4 attributable to a slight increase in the surface area at NiCo2O4 coating during
cycling. Overall, there is no important change for the spinel in a complete potential cycle.
Both spinels are returned to their original compositions and structures after oxidation and
reduction processes. Moreover, it is important to note that oxygen evolution and reduction
take place at surfaces characterised by different oxidation states of Ni/Co since oxygen
evolution occurs at higher potentials and oxygen reduction occurs at lower potentials (see
3.4.2 and 3.4.3). Therefore, it is expected that the oxidation and reduction of transition metal
ions rather than oxygen evolution and reduction will occur during battery operation as the
immediate reaction after switching between charge and discharge. The charge in these
conversions is highly important in gas diffusion electrodes (GDE) with high loadings of
spinels and will influence the battery performance.16, 17
In order to confirm the change in oxidation state of the spinel surfaces, the open circuit
potential of spinel layers were investigated. The steady state open circuit potentials for both
spinels are around + 0.1 V vs Hg/HgO after or prior to any measurement. Figure 3.5 shows
the open circuit potentials as a function of time after a 1 minute periods of oxygen evolution
and reduction.
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Figure 3.5. Open circuit potential as a function of time after a 1 minute period of oxygen
evolution (red curves) or oxygen reduction (black curves). Catalyst coated glassy carbon
discs Co3O4 (top) and NiCo2O4 (bottom). Oxygen saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC.
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As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the open circuit potentials of both spinels rapidly relax towards
that for a freshly prepared spinel electrode potential (≈ +0.1 V) after oxygen reduction at
- 0.2 V and it is obvious that there is no oxidation change between oxygen reduction and that
in fresh/prepared spinels. On the other hand, after the oxygen evolution period for 1 minute
at 0.65 V, the open circuit potentials slowly relax to +0.1 V, which is the potential of fresh
spinels. The relaxation for Co3O4 takes much longer compared to NiCo2O4.
Oxygen evolution takes place on the surface of spinels with the metal ions in a higher
oxidation state43, 45 and Ni and Co ions slowly react with the electrolyte in order to return the
spinels to their original oxidation states at open circuit potential (≈ +0.1 V). This reaction
seems much faster with NiCo2O4 than Co3O4 since the former regains an open circuit
potential of +0.1 V rather more rapidly.
3.4.2. Oxygen Reduction
Figure 3.6 shows voltammograms of Co3O4, NiCo2O4, platinum black, carbon
powder (XC-72R) and uncoated glassy carbon electrodes in oxygen saturated 1 M KOH at
25 oC with a rotation rate of 400 RPM.
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Figure 3.6. Voltammograms of Co3O4 (a), NiCo2O4 (b), XC-72R carbon powder (c) and Pt
black (d) at coated glassy carbon and bare GC (e) RDE in O2 saturated 1 M KOH.
Temperature: 25 oC; Rotation rate: 400 RPM; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.
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Characteristic sigmoidal reduction waves for each sample were obtained, however, they have
large differences with regard to current densities and oxygen reduction potentials. The
uncoated glassy carbon electrode also shows oxygen reduction behaviour as also reported in
the literature.54-56 However, there is an obvious shift towards to positive potential with spinel
coated electrodes and large increase in the limiting current densities is observed for some
cases. The oxygen reduction voltammogram at a Pt black coated electrode is also shown in
Figure 3.6 in order to make a comparison with a catalyst reducing oxygen via a 4e- pathway.
As it was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that catalysed coatings in this study are
carbon free, however, the response at carbon powder (XC-72R) is important to this work
since it defines the response at a particle-based coating supporting the 2e- mechanism57
similar to the spinel coating studied in this chapter. High area carbon is generally added to
the catalyst ink or as a layer on gas diffusion electrode (GDE) in order to increase the
conductivity of catalyst. However, this influence is often unknown in the literature. A
number of important points should be noted;
a) Pt black shows the best catalytic activity under these conditions. However, the onset
potential of oxygen reduction at NiCo2O4 is 110 mV higher (see Figure 3.6) than Pt
black at low current densities (i.e. at potentials where gas diffusion electrode would
be expected to operate). Values of the potentials are shown in Table 3.3 at low
current density (-0.1 mA cm-2).
b) Carbon powder (XC-72R) shows a moderate increase in the onset potential compared
to Pt black while the limiting current density is almost half of the current density of
Pt black. The response of carbon black points out the importance of checking the
activity of any carbon component used in studies where as a catalyst layer or mixed
with electrocatalyst. This result shows that graphitic carbon influences the current
and there is a possibility of parallel oxygen reduction pathways on the surface of the
graphitic carbon and spinel. In addition to this influence of carbon, carbon corrodes
under the conditions where oxygen evolution occurs. Due to these points, carbon
powder was not added to spinel catalysts layers.
c) The limiting current densities vary with the catalyst. As expected, oxygen is reduced
via 4e- reduction pathway at Pt black while it is reduced via 2e- reduction pathway at
the graphitic carbon (the charge efficiency of ≈ 80% for the production of H2O2 in
NaOH was obtained with fuel cell electrodes based on carbon57). The ratio of limiting
currents is also consistent with this expectation. The limiting currents at Co3O4 and
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NiCo2O4 differ strongly. While the limiting current at NiCo2O4 is slightly less than
that at Pt black, the limiting current at Co3O4 is almost the same of that at graphitic
carbon. However, an analysis of this voltammetry alone does not allow someone to
determine whether this limiting current comes from a 2e- reduction or a strongly
kinetically limited 4e- reduction. Therefore, further investigation will be explained
in sections 3.4.5, 3.4.7 and 3.4.8.
Before this further investigation with RDE and RRDE studies in order to determine the
oxygen reduction mechanism and kinetics at spinels, oxygen evolution behaviours and
electrolyte and temperature effects on oxygen reduction and evolution at spinels will be
explained.
3.4.3. Oxygen Evolution
Oxygen evolution behaviours at spinels, platinum black and bare glassy carbon in
1 M KOH at 25 oC are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Voltammograms for Co3O4 (a), NiCo2O4 (b), Pt black (c) coated at glassy carbon
and bare GC (d) RDE in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 298 K; Potential scan rate: 1 mV s-1;
Rotation rate: 400 RPM.
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It can be seen in Figure 3.7 that both spinels show catalytic activity for oxygen evolution.
Moreover, the highest activity and lowest onset potential for oxygen evolution is obtained at
NiCo2O4. Combination of results from oxygen reduction and evolution behaviours of spinels
shows that both spinels have bifunctional behaviours for oxygen reduction and evolution.
NiCo2O4 even has much better catalytic activity than Pt black under similar conditions.
Therefore, this somewhat improves the comparison with Pt black as a bifunctional catalyst.
3.4.4. Electrolyte and Temperature Effects on Oxygen Reduction and Evolution
Figure 3.8 compares voltammograms for both oxygen evolution and reduction at a
NiCo2O4 catalysed glassy carbon rotating disc electrode in two different O2 saturated
electrolyte concentrations (1 M KOH and 8 M KOH) at 25 oC (note that the current density
scales for oxygen evolution and reduction are different).
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Figure 3.8. Voltammograms for O2 reduction and evolution at a NiCo2O4 catalysed glassy
carbon RDE in O2 saturated 1 M KOH (black) and 8 M KOH (red) at 25 oC. Note the different
current density scales for O2 reduction and evolution. Rotation rate: 400 rpm; Potential scan
rate: 1 mV s-1.

The potential for oxygen evolution is shifted to less positive potential by increasing KOH
concentration as expected. The current density for oxygen evolution is also increased with
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increased electrolyte concentration. In contrast, there is a dramatic decrease in the current
density for oxygen reduction by increasing the electrolyte concentration. The current density
for oxygen reduction in 8 M KOH is almost 10 time smaller than that in 1 M KOH. This is
due to the much decreased the solubility of oxygen with increasing KOH concentration.
Moreover, there is also a significant decrease in the diffusion coefficient due to higher
viscosity of 8 M KOH.55, 58, 59
Comparing the responses in Figure 3.8 (see voltammogram 1 M KOH, 25 oC) and
Figure 3.9 (see voltammogram 8 M, 25 oC) show that there is a positive shift for the onset
potential of the reduction wave with increase in KOH concentration at 25 oC.
Figure 3.9 also compares voltammograms for both oxygen evolution and reduction at a
NiCo2O4 catalysed glassy carbon rotating disc electrode in O2 saturated 8 M KOH at two
different temperatures (25 oC and 60 oC) (note here also that the current density scales for
oxygen evolution and reduction are different).
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Figure 3.9. Voltammograms for O2 reduction and evolution at a NiCo2O4 catalysed glassy
carbon RDE in O2 saturated 8 M KOH at temperatures of 25 oC (black) and 60 oC (red). Note
the different current density scales for O2 reduction and evolution. Reduction currents were
recorded at 900 rpm and oxidation current at 400 rpm; Potential scan rate: 1 mV s-1.
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As shown in Figure 3.9, the current densities for both oxygen evolution and reduction are
increased when the temperature is increased. It is also known that the solubility of oxygen is
decreased while the oxygen diffusion coefficient increases with increased temperature.59
Therefore, the direct comparison of the current densities for oxygen reduction at two
temperatures is difficult.
Results from Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show that the difference in potential between oxygen
reduction and evolution is decreased by the increase in KOH concentration. There is even a
further decrease between oxygen evolution and reduction potential in elevated temperature
as shown in Figure 3.9. This confirms that operating a cell with 8 M KOH at 60 oC provides
a smaller overpotential difference between oxygen reduction and evolution in addition to
providing a maximum in the electrolyte conductivity, which is a reason normally to use
potassium hydroxide rather than sodium hydroxide as electrolyte in such cells.
3.4.5. Rotating Rate Dependency of Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)
The rotating rate dependency of voltammograms for oxygen reduction at spinels, Pt
black and the graphitic carbon (XC-72R) was further investigated in order to gain further
information about oxygen reduction pathway(s) at spinels. Well-formed sigmoidal reduction
waves were obtained with all rotation rates for all four coatings. Figure 3.10 shows the
limiting current densities versus rotation rate dependency of oxygen reduction
voltammograms at Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 coated electrodes under similar conditions. The
limiting current density is observed for all rotation rates and the current density values are
much higher at NiCo2O4 than that at Co3O4. It is also worth to note that the rate determining
step in the electrode reaction at a potential in the plateau region can be either mass transport
or a chemical step. There is no possibility for electron transfer since there is no current
density change with potential change.
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Figure 3.10. Rotation rate dependence of the voltammograms for the reduction of O2 in
oxygen saturated 1 M KOH at Co3O4 (top) and NiCo2O4 (bottom) coatings. Rotation rates
are as shown. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.
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The limiting current densities at both spinel coatings are increased by increasing the rotation
rates, however, the oxygen reduction is not fully mass transport controlled since the linear
responses for both spinels do not pass through the origin as shown in Figure 3.11. These
deviations from zero intercepts suggest that the measurements are not under pure mass
transport control and suggest a kinetic limitation. The limiting current densities obtained at
Pt black and XC-72R carbon coated electrodes are proportional to the square root of the
rotation rates. However, the slopes of the Levich plots vary by a factor of 2, consistent with
n = 2 at carbon and n = 4 at Pt black.
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Figure 3.11. Levich plots of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 coated on GC RDE in oxygen saturated
1 M KOH at 25 oC. The limiting current densities taken at -0.5 V vs Hg/HgO vs the rotation
rates from Figure 3.10.

Since the limiting current densities ( 𝑗𝐿 ) are partially limited by chemical step, they were
further analysed with the Koutecky – Levich (K – L) equation (Equation 3.1):

1
𝑗𝐿
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=

1
n F k 𝑐𝑜2

+

1
0.62 𝑛 𝐹 𝐷2/3 𝜈 −1/6 𝑐𝑜2 𝜔1/2

Equation 3.2
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Where jL, n, F, k, 𝑐𝑂2 , D, ν and ω are limiting current density, number of electrons/O2
transferred during reaction, the Faraday constant, the rate constant for the chemical step in
the reduction mechanism, the oxygen concentration in the electrolyte, the diffusion
coefficient of O2, the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte and the rotation rate of the disc,
respectively. Therefore, a Koutecky – Levich plot can be produced by plotting 1/jL vs 1/𝜔1/2,
in which the comparative values of slopes provide information about “the number of
electrons” involved in the reduction while the intercepts reflect the rate of the chemical step.
Figure 3.12 is Koutecky – Levich plots (-1/jL vs 1/𝜔1/2) for the four coated electrodes. The
slopes and intercepts from these plots are reported in Table 3.3.

Koutecky – Levich

RDE data§

Catalyst
𝐄−𝟎.𝟏 𝐦𝐀 𝐜𝐦−𝟐

E3/4 – E1/4/ mV

vs

jL/

Slope/

Intercept/

mA cm-2

mA-1 cm2 rpm-1/2

mA-1 cm2

- 1.6 (± 0.1)

- 11.0 (±0.1)

- 0.06

Hg/HgO/ mV
Pt black

+ 50

- 53.7

(±0.01)
Carbon

- 137

- 63.3

- 1.0 (± 0.1)

- 17.0 (±0.3)

(XC-72R)
Co3O4

- 0.16
(±0.02)

- 149

- 75.8

- 1.01 (± 0.1)

- 13.1 (±0.5)

- 0.32
(±0.03)

NiCo2O4

- 61

- 117

- 1.5 (± 0.1)

- 10.2 (±0.3)

- 0.16
(±0.02)

Table 3.3. Comparison of catalyst materials RDE data. O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature:
25 oC; Rotation rate: 400 RPM. § Data taken for voltammograms recorded at 400 RPM.
(Slopes and intercepts for all materials shown in the table are only from the first three points,
corresponding to rotation rates of 100, 400 and 900 RPM).
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Figure 3.12. Koutecky – Levich plots for O2 reduction in oxygen saturated 1 M KOH with
Co3O4, NiCo2O4, carbon powder (XC-72R), Pt black coatings on glassy carbon. Data taken
at -500 mV vs Hg/HgO in the plateau regions of the voltammograms. Temperature: 25 oC;
Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1. Lines shown are best fits through only the three lowest rotation
rates (100, 400, and 900 rpm), as discussed in the text.
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As can be seen from Figure 3.12, the K – L plots of Pt black and carbon are linear and only
have small intercepts on -1/jL axis, however, they have different slopes as expected. These
results for Pt black and carbon are consistent with mass transport limited currents but
different values of n (n = 4e- for Pt, n = 2 e- for Carbon). Figure 3.12 also shows the K – L
plots for the spinels and here linear fit goes through first 3 or 4 data points at low rotation
rates, but there is an obvious deviation at higher rotation rates (small values of 1/𝜔1/2)
especially for Co3O4. The slopes of K – L plots for spinels at low rotation rates are similar
to the K – L slope for Pt black (see Table 3.3), confirming that the number of electrons
involved in the reduction process are 4e-. Moreover, there is a clear non-zero intercept on
- 1/jL axis for both spinels, which confirms a component of kinetic control to the limiting
currents. The intercept for NiCo2O4 is much smaller than that for Co3O4. This indicates that
the chemical step is more rapid at NiCo2O4. The deviation at higher rotation rates is likely
because of a higher involvement of 2e- reduction as also evident by the increase in slope
(see Table 3.3).
3.4.6. Tafel plot
Figure 3.13 shows Tafel plots for the spinels made from the oxygen reduction
voltammograms at 400 RPM between 0.0 and -0.2 V (from Figure 3.6). No further analyses
were carried out for Tafel plots to gain information about the kinetics parameters since there
is not a pure kinetic controlled region and thus no obvious linear portion of the Tafel plots.
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Figure 3.13. Tafel plots of Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 made from ORR voltammograms of spinels
at 400 RPM (Figure 3.6). Data taken between 0.0 V and -0.2 V vs Hg/HgO.

3.4.7. Hydrogen Peroxide Formation as an Intermediate Product
All four samples (Pt black, carbon powder (XC-72R), Co3O4 and NiCo2O4) coated
on the glassy carbon disc of a C/Pt ring electrodes with rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE)
were further studied under similar conditions in order to investigate the formation of
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as an intermediate in oxygen reduction. The potential of the disc
(glassy carbon) was scanned while the ring electrode (Pt) potential was held at 0.2 V vs
Hg/HgO, a potential where oxidation of H2O2 at Pt ring electrode is mass transport
controlled.60 Figure 3.14 shows set of responses from Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 catalysed disc
electrodes. The ratio of limiting currents for O2 reduction and H2O2 oxidation were used to
calculate the current efficiency for H2O2 formation during O2 reduction. The current
efficiencies are reported in Table 3.4. Although there is hydrogen peroxide formation on
both spinels, the magnitudes of the ring currents are quiet different. The results in Table 3.4
show that hydrogen peroxide collected at Pt ring represents a very low current efficiency for
hydrogen peroxide (9% at 400 RPM) with NiCo2O4. In fact, SEM images of the edges of the
catalyst coated glassy carbon electrode (see 2.4.8 section in Chapter 2) showed that the
surface of glassy carbon electrode was not completely covered with ink.
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Figure 3.14. Disc and ring responses for O2 reduction at Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 coated glassy
carbon discs. The potential of the discs is scanned while the Pt ring electrode is held at
+ 200 mV vs Hg/HgO. Rotation rates as shown. O2 saturated 1 M KOH; Temperature: 25 oC;
Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1; The collection efficiency of the RRDE: 0.37.
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Catalyst

% H2O2§

Pt black

< 1.0

Carbon (XC-72R)

59.5 (± 3.0)

Co3O4

42.5 (± 2.1)

NiCo2O4

9.0 (± 0.5)

Table 3.4. Comparison of catalyst materials RRDE data. O2 saturated 1 M KOH.
Temperature: 25 oC; § data rotation rate: 400 RPM.

This uncovered glassy carbon electrode surface close to the PTFE surround was exposed to
substrate and this could easily account for the small amount of hydrogen peroxide formation
since oxygen reduction occurs on glassy carbon electrode via hydrogen peroxide formation
pathway (2e-). On the other hand, hydrogen peroxide formation (42.5% at 400 RPM) is
significant at the Co3O4 catalyst coated disc. The results obtained for H2O2 oxidation at Pt
black and carbon powder (at 400 RPM) are <1% and 59.5%, respectively. While the
formation of hydrogen peroxide is a minor contribution at the Pt black coated electrode, it
becomes a main reaction with carbon powder since 59.5% of the charge at the disc with
carbon electrode leads to H2O2 and this is expected from the known performance of carbon
based GDEs.57
3.4.8. Hydrogen Peroxide Oxidation and Reduction
The oxidation and reduction voltammograms of 10 mM hydrogen peroxide in N2
purged 1 M KOH with different rotation rates at Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 coated electrodes are
shown in Figure 3.15. Oxidation and reduction are observed at both electrodes, however,
the current densities for reduction are much smaller than that for oxidation (both the
oxidation and the reduction of hydrogen peroxide involve 2e- , therefore the mass transfer
controlled current densities were expected to be equal). It is also obvious that the oxidation
limiting currents are not fully mass transport controlled at both spinels. It is partially mass
transport controlled at low rotation rates (100 and 400 RPM), however, there is not any
proportionality between the limiting currents and the square root of rotation rates. In
addition, all the currents are low compared to those expected for the estimated concentration
of hydrogen peroxide.
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Figure 3.15. Rotation rate dependence of the voltammogram for the reduction of ≈ 10 mM
H2O2 in N2 purged 1 M KOH at Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 coated glassy carbon. Rotation rates
are as shown. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 1 mV s-1.
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On the other hand, the limiting currents for the hydrogen peroxide reduction are almost
completely independent of the rotation rates confirming that there is a strong kinetic
limitation to the reduction of hydrogen peroxide at both spinels. According to results from
Figure 3.15, a 2e- + 2e- mechanism for a 4e- reduction is improbable due to a strong kinetic
limitation/slow rate for the reduction of hydrogen peroxide at the spinel coatings.
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Figure 3.16. Voltammograms at glassy carbon RDE coated with (a) Co3O4 (b) NiCo2O4 for
≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Rotation rate: 400 rpm;
Potential scan rate: 1 mV s-1.

Figure 3.16 compares the voltammograms of oxidation and reduction of hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) at spinels (at 400 RPM). It is obvious that oxidation and reduction of hydrogen
peroxide are more rapid at NiCo2O4 than that at Co3O4 since the limiting currents for
oxidation and reduction obtained at NiCo2O4 are higher (almost 4 times) than that at Co3O4.

3.5.

Discussion
Transition metal oxides (the perovskite, pyrochlore and spinel structure) have been

widely studied as alternative electrocatalysts to noble metals for oxygen reduction.6, 11, 13, 61,
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Many of these oxides can be easily produced from cheap starting materials (such as

nitrates, acetates, carbonates) and they can be conductive and sometimes show
electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction as well as oxygen evolution. Conductive Co3O4
and NiCo2O4 both have spinel structures and they can easily be produced from aqueous
nitrates solutions. Their electrochemical properties can be screened by drop casting graphitic
carbon free catalyst ink onto an inert RDE.
In this study, physical characterization techniques (XRD, BET, SEM and TEM) proved that
Co3O4 and NiCo2O4 have spinel structure and the high surface area of powdered spinels were
obtained (the surface area of NiCo2O4 is higher (more than twice) than Co3O4). Irregular
nano scale size particles were shown by SEM and TEM.
Cyclic voltammetry shows that well-formed oxidation and reduction peaks at both spinels
are characteristic for cobalt, nickel and mixed Co/Ni oxides due to the change in the
oxidation states of Co(III)/Co(IV) at the surface of thin film electrode in alkaline media. The
charge under the anodic peak (1.5 mC cm-2) is the same as that of the cathodic peak
(1.5 mC cm-2), confirming that all chemistry is reversible. Results also show that only
surface layer of thin electrode is oxidised and reduced during potential cycling since the
oxidation/reduction peak charge is almost 20 times smaller than the charge for all the nickel
and cobalt ions in the film electrode. Open circuit potential experiments confirmed that
oxygen reduction occurs on the surface of spinels in low oxidation state since there is no
oxidation change between the oxygen reduction and that in prepared spinels. In contrast,
oxygen evolution takes place on the surface of spinels in a “higher oxidation state” and Ni
and Co ions are slowly reacting with the electrolyte in order to return the spinels to their
original oxidation states at open circuit potential (≈ +0.1 V). This relaxation takes much
longer with Co3O4.
Oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution behaviours were shown at both spinels with a large
limiting current densities between spinels. Oxygen reduction occurs at Co3O4 with much less
limiting current density and at a higher onset potential than that at NiCo2O4. While the
limiting current at Co3O4 is almost the same of that at carbon (XC-72R), the limiting current
at NiCo2O4 is slightly less than Pt black. The oxygen evolution results at both spinels and Pt
black show that both spinels have oxygen evolution behaviours. Even higher oxygen
evolution activity and lower onset potential were observed at NiCo2O4 than that at Pt black.
Therefore, this much higher oxygen evolution and slightly less oxygen reduction activity
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somewhat make NiCo2O4 as an important non-noble bifunctional catalyst compared to Pt
black.
To compare oxygen reduction mechanism at spinels, NiCo2O4 an effective catalyst for
oxygen reduction shows 4e- reduction (like Pt) in alkaline media at a rate approaching mass
transport control even though it has a slightly larger over-potential (110 mV) than Pt. On the
other hand, Co3O4 is a poor catalyst for oxygen reduction with larger overpotential and half
the limiting current compared to Pt black. The voltammetry shows that 4e- reduction occurs
at some mass transport conditions (especially low rotation rates), however, it also implies
slow kinetics in the 4e- pathway (most likely the initial cleavage of the O – O bond) allowing
the 2e- pathway to overcome especially at higher rotation rates of convection. Therefore, the
limiting currents are pretty much below than the one for a mass transfer controlled 4ereaction. In addition, RRDE studies also show that a substantial fraction of charge passed
leads to hydrogen peroxide formation. It is also shown in the literature6, 62 that the cobalt
spinel is a poor oxygen reduction catalyst and high amount of hydrogen peroxide formation
is observed.63 Even in a recent Co3O4 and cobalt based oxide review13, the oxygen reduction
properties of cobalt oxide were not mentioned. In contrast, N. Heller-Ling et al.40 found that
the full 4e- reduction was catalysed by Co3O4 coatings. In addition, several recent studies on
electrode coatings containing nanostructured Co3O4 show very good oxygen reduction
activities with mainly 4e- reduction pathway.29, 30, 34, 64 The reason for the inconsistency with
the work in this chapter and these reports are not clear. A recent study34 shows the oxygen
reduction activity of Co3O4 nanochains since Co3O4/C catalyst has even higher current
density than Pt/C. However, all these coatings have an active carbon, a graphitic carbon
powder or graphene. The effect of adding carbon is not generally explained in these reports.
However, the effect of the nanostructured Co3O4 could increase the catalytic activity towards
ORR if Co3O4 has a high density of the active sides, promoting the cleavage of O – O bond.
With NiCo2O4 coating, RDE data show that oxygen is reduced via 4e- pathway, which is
consistent with RRDE data since there is a very low hydrogen peroxide formation (9%).
Hydrogen peroxide reduction data show that the cathodic reduction of H2O2 at NiCo2O4 is
strongly kinetically limited and this rules out a reaction pathway for oxygen reduction where
H2O2 is produced and rapidly further reduced. Therefore, oxygen should be reduced at
NiCo2O4 via a mechanism where the O – O bond is cleaved in an initial step. It has been
shown by Levich and Koutecky – Levich plots that oxygen reduction is not completely mass
transport controlled. Even in the limiting current plateau, it is in some degree kinetically
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controlled by the rate of this O – O cleavage reaction. At high rotation rate, there is more
pressure on the chemical step, presumed to be cleavage of the O – O bond, and because of
this, the opportunity for electron transfer is increased as the first step and hence for the
formation of H2O2 in a 2e- step and slight deviation from the linearity of K – L plot for
NiCo2O4.
With Co3O4 coating, the results are consistent with a similar mechanism, however, the
chemical step is much slower in this mechanism. Therefore, 2e- reduction role is larger in
this case. The RRDE experiment proves that the hydrogen peroxide formation is massive
and the Koutecky – Levich plot has much larger intercept. It has been also seen from K – L
plot that oxygen is reduced with 4e- at low rotation rates, however, K – L slope is largely
deviated toward that for 2e- reduction slope at higher rotation rates.
Therefore, it can be concluded that 2e- and 4e- reduction pathways are happening in parallel
for oxygen reduction and the relative importance of two mechanisms changes with mass
transport conditions at intermediate rate constants for the chemical step. As can be seen in
the K – L plots, there is a deviation at higher rotation rates, implying that increasing rotation
rate increases the pressure on the chemical step in the direct 4e- reduction. It is probably right
to say that the 2e- reduction is, in general, the “default mechanism” owing to slow cleavage
rate of O – O bond. The potentials for electron addition to O2 are only slightly negative to
that for the direct 4e- reduction initiated by a chemical step such as O – O bond cleavage. Of
course, the effect of electrocatalyst and the kinetics of the chemical step on catalyst’s surface
are critical in determining the potential for the 4e- reduction. With a catalyst and carbon
layer, it is definitely possible that two mechanisms happen in competition with the relative
importance of the two routes depending on the O – O bond cleavage rate at the other catalyst.
Oxygen is predominantly reduced by a 4e- reaction at NiCo2O4 coated cathode electrode,
which is leading to water with almost no intermediate (H2O2) product. A chemical step
controls the rate limitation and this is most likely the cleavage of the O – O bond on the
surface of the spinel. In contrast, oxygen is reduced with much lower current densities at
Co3O4 coated cathode electrode and it can be said that the rate of cleavage of the O – O bond
and hence the 4e- reduction is significantly slower, which is leading to an important
contribution from a competing mechanism. Almost half of the charge passed at a Co3O4
coating leads to hydrogen peroxide formation.
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According to the literature and the studies in Chapter 5, spinels prepared via different
methods (such as, thermal decomposition, spray pyrolysis, electrostatic spray deposition, sol
gel, precipitation, electrospinning, anodic oxidation of alloys, rheological phase reaction and
pyrolysis, gel hydrothermal oxidation, electrodeposition, etc.)13 and using different
conditions within a single method show a large variation in the rate of oxygen reduction,
however, the reasons cannot be explained from the information available (probably it is from
different crystallite size, surface area, or a small variation in the composition of mixed
oxides, etc.).

3.6.
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Chapter 4: Spinel Manganese-Cobalt Oxides (MnxCo3-xO4,
0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) as ORR Catalyst
This chapter will focus on the effect of manganese as a dopant into the spinel Co3O4
with a wide dopant ratio (MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0). The main focus will be on the effects
of the structural features, on the catalytic activity for oxygen reduction/evolution and the
oxygen reduction mechanism at these materials in alkaline media.

4.1.

Introduction
At the beginning of this study, five materials with different Co:Mn atomic ratios

(Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4) were produced via a thermal
decomposition method by calcining a mixture of cobalt and manganese nitrates sequentially
at 260 and 600 oC in an electric furnace. All electrochemical characterisations of these
materials showed that doping manganese into cobalt oxide increases the catalytic activity for
ORR. The highest ORR activity and lowest onset potential were observed with MnCo2O4.
The oxygen reduction pathway (ratio of mechanisms, 2e- or 4e-) also varied. However,
X - ray Diffraction (XRD) results show that there was more than a single phase, especially
with MnCo2O4. Therefore, the materials with the same atomic ratios were produced again
with a “co-precipitation method” and in this case only a single crystalline phase was
observed for MnCo2O4 in the XRD measurements. All electrochemical and physical
characterisations were then completed on these Mn/Co materials with different atomic ratios
produced via the co-precipitation method. The electrochemical results and the oxygen
reduction activities on spinel Mn/Co materials produced via both thermal decomposition and
co-precipitation methods generally showed the same results and the highest ORR activity
was observed with MnCo2O4, which shows a cubic spinel structure. All physical,
spectroscopic and electrochemical characterisation results shown in this chapter are from
MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) materials produced via “co-precipitation method” unless
otherwise stated.

4.2.

Experimental
In general, a co-precipitation method was used for the materials reported for this

chapter. However, five spinel samples (MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)) were also produced via
a thermal decomposition method and these samples will be mentioned in some sections.
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Therefore, the preparation of the materials produced via “thermal decomposition” is also
described in this section. The amount of nitrates for each sample and preparation details are
described

in

the

next

sections.

The

concentration

of

mixed

solutions

(Co(NO3)2.6H2O/Mn(NO3)2.4H2O and deionised H2O) was kept around 0.2 M. Higher
concentration (˃ 0.2 M) of the precursors mixture results in larger nanoparticles1, which is
less favourable for electrocatalysis. As shown in the synthesis parts, there are two calcination
steps (260 and 600 oC). The reason for choosing these calcination temperatures comes from
a thermogravimetric (TG) analysis. TG analysis (see Figure 4.1) was first applied to the
mixture of nitrate salts (1.910 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 0.8413 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O in 50 cm3
deionised water) in order to choose the correct calcination temperature. There are two main
weight losses (see Figure 4.1) at 31-150 oC and 150-280 oC. While the first weight loss
comes from water evaporation, the decomposition of the nitrates is observed in the second
weight loss.2 The nitrate decomposition occurs at the same time with water evaporation or
right after water evaporation. The decomposition process is quite complicated since there
are many unstable intermediates such as MnONO3, CoO, Co2O3, CoO.CoONO3,
Co2(NO3)2(OH)2, MnO1.2(NO3)0.8 and Co2ONO3.2, 3 The spinel structure forms between 280
and 900 oC, which is consistent with the literature.3 Spinel materials can be produced over
this temperature range with varying particle size, surface area and extent of crystallinity.
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Figure 4.1. TG analysis of nitrate salts mixture (Co(NO3)2.6H2O and Mn(NO3)2.4H2O)
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4.2.1. MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) Synthesis via Co – Precipitation
4.2.1.1.

Co3O4 Synthesis via Co - Precipitation
2.8652 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O was first dissolved in 50 cm3 of deionised water. The

solution was added dropwise into 200 cm3 of 4 M NH4OH while the NH4OH was stirred.
The stirring of the mixed solution was continued at 25 oC for 40 minutes. The whole solution
was then evaporated to dryness by heating at ≈ 110 oC for 6 hours. The solid residue was
ground and calcined at 260 oC for 4 hours. The black powder was again ground and calcined
at 600 oC for 12 hours. As a final stage, the resulting black solid was reground and then
sieved through a 53 µm sieve.
4.2.1.2.

Mn0.5Co2.5O4 Synthesis via Co - Precipitation
2.3875 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 0.4205 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.1.1).
4.2.1.3.

MnCo2O4 Synthesis via Co - Precipitation
1.9102 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 0.8415 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.1.1).
4.2.1.4.

Mn1.5Co1.5O4 Synthesis via Co - Precipitation
1.4327 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 1.2612 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.1.1).
4.2.1.5.

Mn2CoO4 Synthesis via Co - Precipitation
0.955 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 1.681 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.1.1).
4.2.2. MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
4.2.2.1.

Co3O4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
2.865 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O was first dissolved in 50 cm3 of deionised water.
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The solution was then stirred for ≈ 30 minutes on a hot plate (≈ 110 oC), then evaporated to
dryness by heating at ≈ 110 oC for 6 hours. The solid sample was then ground and heated at
260 oC for 4 hours in an electric furnace. The black material was again reground and calcined
at 600 oC for 12 hours in the second stage of calcination process. As a final stage, the
resulting black solid was reground and then sieved through a 53 µm sieve.
4.2.2.2.

Mn0.5Co2.5O4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
2.3876 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 0.4204 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.2.1).
4.2.2.3.

MnCo2O4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
1.910 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 0.8413 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.2.1).
4.2.2.4.

Mn1.5Co1.5O4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
1.4326 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 1.2611 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.2.1).
4.2.2.5.

Mn2CoO4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
0.955 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 1.681 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O were dissolved in 50 cm3 of

deionised water. The rest of the preparation is the same as described in the second paragraph
of the Co3O4 synthesis (see 4.2.2.1).
4.2.3. Electrode Coating
Ink preparation and electrode coating are as described in Chapter 2, section 2.4.6.
All current densities are based on geometric area of the vitreous carbon disc.

4.3.

Physical Characterisation
The results from XRD, Raman, BET, TEM, XPS and XANES techniques used for

the physical characterisation of powdered manganese doped spinel cobalt oxide materials
(MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) will be shown and described in this section.
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4.3.1. XRD
XRD measurements were carried out in order to confirm spinel structures and see the
changes in the phase (from cubic to tetragonal) with increasing Mn ions in the spinel Co3O4.
Figure 4.2 shows XRD powder patterns of five samples.
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Figure 4.2. XRD powder patterns of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) prepared with different Mn
content.

As seen in Figure 4.2, there are two types of spinel phases, which depend on the atomic ratio
of Mn/Co. While the Mn content is low, the XRD patterns of Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and
MnCo2O4 are indexed with cubic unit cells. However, when Mn content is increased
(x ˃ 1.3), XRD patterns of Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4 no longer correspond to the cubic
phase. While the XRD pattern of Mn1.5Co1.5O4 is a mixture of cubic (83.5%) and tetragonal
phases (16.5%) (based on Rietveld refinement fit data), Mn2CoO4 shows a clear
diffractogram for the tetragonal phase.4-7 The peak pattern of Co3O4 indexed on the basis of
cubic space group Fd-3ms (ICSD collection code: 36256) is very sharp and clear, which is
a very good cubic spinel structure.1, 8, 9 There are obvious changes in the diffractograms from
Co3O4 to MnCo2O4 such as the peak intensities, the sharpness of peaks and the shift in the
location of peaks. As already mentioned in Chapter 1, samples with Mn content up to 1.0
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still show cubic phase, however, the peaks for MnCo2O4 are smaller and much wider than
Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4 samples due to larger Jahn-Teller distortion10-12. It is known that JahnTeller distortion decreases the crystallographic symmetry when Mn is introduced into
Co3O4.13 Peak positions (as shown with parallel lines in Figure 4.2) are also shifted to lower
degrees by increasing Mn content. Jahn-Teller distortion exceeds the critical fraction
(60 - 65%) for Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4 samples and these spinels no longer correspond
to the cubic phase.
Almost the same XRD results were obtained for samples prepared via “thermal
decomposition method” as shown in Figure 4.3. However, more than a single phase is
observed especially for MnCo2O4 prepared via thermal decomposition, which was the reason
that all materials were reproduced via co-precipitation method.
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Figure 4.3. XRD of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) produced via “thermal decomposition
method”.

Rietveld analysis was carried out for all five spinels produced via co-precipitation by using
the GSAS software with their CIF files obtained from ICSD. Figure 4.4 shows that the
measured diffraction patterns of all samples agree with pure spinel structures. A summary
of the Rietveld analysis for all the spinels is shown in Table 4.1. Lattice constants are
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increased by doping Mn ions into Co3O4. While the lattice constant (unit cell) is 8.08 Å for
Co3O4, it is 8.11 and 8.20 Å for Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and MnCo2O4, respectively, for cubic phase
materials. These results are expected and consistent with the literature8, 9, 14, 15 and this
increase can be explained with larger ionic size of Mn+3 (0.78 Å) than Co+3 (0.65 Å).15, 16
The same trend is observed for volume per formula unit (see Table 4.1). Rietveld analysis
also shows that while Mn2CoO4 is pure tetragonal phase, Mn1.5Co1.5O4 sample has two
phases and the major phase is cubic phase (see Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.4. XRD patterns of Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4.
Black crosses: observed intensities; Red line: Rietveld refinement fit; Green line:
background fit; Blue line: difference between observed and fitted pattern. In first three
graphs the pink lines indicate the peaks for cubic phase while in the last two graphs the pink
lines indicate the peaks for tetragonal phase. The turquois lines in Mn1.5Co1.5O4 sample
indicates the peaks for cubic phase.

As already mentioned in Chapter 2, the average crystallite size can be estimated from the
widths of diffraction peaks by using Scherrer equation (Equation 2.1 in Chapter 2).
Therefore, average crystallite sizes were calculated using “a derivation of the Scherrer
equation” (Equation 4.1).
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𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 =

18000𝜆𝐾
𝜋𝐿𝑥

Equation 4.1

Where the numerical constant K: 0.9 and λ: 1.5418 Å were used in this equation for average
crystallite size (nm) calculations. As shown in Table 4.1, Mn incorporation into spinel
Co3O4 increases volume per formula and this increase continues also in tetragonal phase
samples.
Average particle sizes obtained using Equation 4.1 may not yield the same results shown in
BET and TEM measurements since the numerical constant (K: 0.9) used in Scherrer equation
is not certain due to different approximation methods.17 However, it may still be useful to
compare the average crystallite sizes of all five spinels calculated from Scherrer equation to
show the effect of Mn incorporation.
It is highly important to note that fit statistics from the XRD refinement show that Mn
occupies a tetrahedral site in the spinel structure rather than a octahedral site because a lower
Fitted wRp / % was obtained. This result along with XPS and XANES data allows us to
propose the cationic distributions for all five spinels (see section 4.5. Discussion).
XRD studies from materials prepared via co-precipitation and thermal decomposition
methods show the phase transition from cubic to tetragonal phase with increasing Mn content
in spinel Co3O4.
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Catalyst

Space Group

Phase
Fraction

Lattice Constant
a, b, c (Å)

Volume per formula
unit / (Å3)
(Cubic = V/8
Tetragonal = V/4)

Average
crystallite size /
nm

Χ2

Fitted wRp / %

Lx

Co3O4

Fd-3ms

100%

8.0843(2)

66.0(2)

72

1.150

2.63

11.09

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

Fd-3mz

100%

(a = b = c)
8.1128(2)

66.8(3)

14.5

1.233

3.02

54.81

MnCo2O4

Fd-3mz

100%

(a = b = c)
8.2026(9)

69.0(1)

27.1

1.216

3.58

29.36

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

Fd-3mz

83.5(3)%

(a = b = c)
8.2831(10)

71.0(1)

235.9

1.590

4.40

3.37

I41/amds

16.5(3)%

(a = b = c)
a = 5.730(2)
c = 9.202(3)

75.53(16)

89.5

1.590

4.40

8.88

I41/amds

100%

(b = a)
a = 5.7243(4)
c = 9.2503(8)

75.78(4)

26.8

2.712

6.76

29.72

Mn2CoO4

(b = a)

Table 4.1. The summary of Rietveld analysis of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts synthesised via co-precipitation method. The value of fitted
wRp was kept ˂ 10% to make a fit considered acceptable. ICSD collection codes for each samples are shown in brackets. Co 3O4 (36256),
Mn0.5Co2.5O4 (291110), MnCo2O4 (201314), Mn1.5Co1.5O4 (both of 201314 and 39197 were used) and Mn2CoO4 (39197). The values in the
parentheses for phase fraction, lattice constants and volume per formula unit are standard deviations.
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4.3.2. Raman
Raman studies were also carried out on spinel samples prepared via “thermal
decomposition method” in order to see the phase transition from cubic phase to tetragonal
phase. Figure 4.5 shows five Raman peaks (Raman active modes), which are correspond to
Eg (476 cm-1), 3 F2g (193.7, 517 and 614 cm-1) and A1g (683 cm-1) for cubic phase samples
as also shown in Raman spectra. These five Raman peaks were also reported in the literature
for Co3O4.16, 18, 19
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Figure 4.5. Raman spectra of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples produced via “thermal
decomposition method”. Laser power (785 nm): 0.5 %; Accumulating time: 60 s. Baseline
was subtracted for each spectra.

Raman spectra of five spinels produced via thermal decomposition also show the phase
transition from the cubic phase to the tetragonal phase with increased Mn ions in Co3O4. The
main peak positions for cubic phase samples (Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4) are the same
while there is a decrease in peak intensities with incorporation of Mn into Co3O4 (see parallel
lines, which are only for cubic phase samples, in Figure 4.5). On the other hand, the
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appearances of new peaks (shown with asterisks) and disappearances of cubic phase peaks
are observed for samples (Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4), which are not cubic phase anymore.
4.3.3. BET
Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) surface area measurements were carried out and
Table 4.2 shows the surface areas of the spinels. As shown in Table 4.2, the surface area of
cobalt oxide is 4.8 m2/g and the surface area is increased several times with all other samples,
which contain Mn ions. The highest surface area (50 m2/g) is observed with MnCo2O4.
50 m2/g is regarded as high for the surface area of pure metal oxide (without carbon
additive). It is worth mentioning here that carbon based materials (such as nitrogen-doped
reduced graphene oxide (N-rGO), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and carbon powder (XC-72R))
not only increase conductivity but also help the dispersion of oxide materials to prevent
agglomeration, which results in higher surface area and better accessibility of electrolyte to
the surface area of metal oxides.20, 21 Therefore, it would be possible to obtain spinels with
larger surface areas than the results in Table 4.2 if there was carbon material as additive in
the preparation process.

Catalyst

BET Surface
2

Area (m /g)

Average

Max Pore

Aggregate

Volume at P/P

Diameter (nm)

(0.15) (cm3/g)

Median Pore
o

Width (nm)

Co3O4

4.8

1245.0

0.0017

1.34

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

49.7

120.6

0.0190

1.32

MnCo2O4

50.0

120.5

0.0190

1.34

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

20.6

290.5

0.0079

1.33

Mn2CoO4

23.6

254.0

0.0092

1.33

Table 4.2. Summary of BET surface area measurements of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)
catalysts prepared via co-precipitation.

The average aggregate diameter has the same trend with BET surface area of materials. The
lowest aggregate size is observed with MnCo2O4 while Co3O4 has the largest. It is also
important to note that BET results are well consistent with TEM images (see 4.3.4).
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4.3.4. TEM
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of each of the spinels prepared via
co-precipitation are shown in Figure 4.6.
a) Co3O4

b) Mn0.5Co2.5O4

c) MnCo2O4

d) Mn1.5Co1.5O4

e) Mn2CoO4

Figure 4.6. TEM images of a) Co3O4 b) Mn0.5Co2.5O4 c) MnCo2O4 d) Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and
e) Mn2CoO4. Scale bar is 100 nm.
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As shown, Co3O4 has the largest particle size. The smallest particles are observed with
Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and MnCo2O4 samples with size of ≈ 7 nm. On the other hand, the particle size
of Co3O4 was measured as ≈ 233 nm. TEM results are consistent with XRD and BET results.
4.3.5. XPS
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of manganese doped spinel cobalt
oxides was also carried out in order to study the Mn:Co surface atomic ratios as well as the
oxidation states of Co and Mn in the as prepared samples. The binding energies were
referenced to the C 1s peaks at 284.6 eV. Figure 4.7 shows the photoemission lines obtained
during the survey. The spectra (see Figure 4.7) show the elemental peaks of Co, Mn and O
as expected. Also presented is the C peak, which comes from adventitious carbon species.22
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Figure 4.7. Survey photoemission spectra taken in normal emission using nonmonochromatized Al Kα X-ray source for the MnxCo3-xO4 samples.

The photoemission lines obtained in the Mn 2p and Co 2p regions are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Mn 2p (top) and Co 2p (bottom) photoemission spectra taken in normal emission
using non-monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source for the MnxCo3-xO4 samples.
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The surface composition of the MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples was calculated from the
Mn 2p and Co 2p regions and the corresponding sensitivity factors. As seen in Table 4.3,
the surface composition for each sample is close to the nominal one, although some surface
segregation of Mn is observed in the samples with x < 2. It is worth noting that XPS data are
very sensitive to the surface state due to all species adsorbed on the surface (such as water
or hydroxyl groups). Therefore, while the trends along the series can be safely taken as
correct, the absolute values should be taken with caution.

Catalyst

Mn:Co

Stoichiometry

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

30:70

Mn0.9Co2.1

MnCo2O4

40:60

Mn1.2Co1.8

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

57:43

Mn1.7Co1.3

Mn2CoO4

60:40

Mn1.8Co1.2

Table 4.3. Mn:Co surface atomic ratios calculated from XPS for the MnxCo3-xO4
(0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples. (Mn enrichment of surface for those x < 2.0).
High resolution Co 2p photoemission lines for all the MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples
are shown in Figure 4.9. In addition to satellite peaks (shown as “sat.” in Figure 4.9), there
are two main peaks are observed at ≈ 796 and ≈ 780.5 eV with spin-orbit splitting of ≈ 15 eV,
which are due to Co 2p1/2 and Co 2p3/2, respectively.22 As seen in Figure 4.9, there are
significant changes in the Co 2p lines with the decrease of the Mn amount. From Mn2CoO4
(x = 2) to Co3O4 (x = 0), the shape of the Co 2p line changes from the typical shape of Co+2
to the one of Co3O4 sample (Co+2 and Co+3). Moreover, the binding energies are shifted from
higher binding energies (≈ 780 eV, typical for Co+2) to lower binding energies (≈ 779.6 eV,
typical for Co3O4) from Mn2CoO4 to Co3O4, well consistent with the literature.23 As also
seen in Figure 4.9, there are other changes such as the decrease of the satellite at around
787 eV and the decrease of the spin-orbit splitting (the distance between the Co 2p3/2 and Co
2p1/2). These results mean that only Co+2 is present in Mn2CoO4 (by considering Mn prefers
tetrahedral site from fit statistics in XRD refinement, in this case the cationic distribution is
[Mn+3]Th[Co+2Mn+3]OhO4, where Co+2 ions are in octahedral (Oh) sites while Mn+3 can be
observed in both tetrahedral (Th) and octahedral (Oh) sites) and the amount of Co+3 increases
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when x (Mn dopant) decreases, for example [Mn+3]Th[Co+2Co+3]OhO4 in MnCo2O4,22 or
[Co+2]Th[Co+32]OhO4 in Co3O4.
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Figure 4.9. Co 2p photoemission lines for the MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples.

As for the Mn 2p high resolution spectrum shown in Figure 4.10, there are two main peaks
observed for all Mn containing spinel samples at around 642 and 653.7 eV for Mn 2p3/2 and
Mn 2p1/2, respectively. These two peaks are characteristic of the Mn(III) cation.24 The Mn
2p region is similar for all samples as seen in Figure 4.10. In this case, it is not possible to
separate the Mn 2p photoemission line into single chemical components due to the very
small differences in bonding energies. When the x value is 2 (Mn2CoO4), the Mn 2p line is
narrower compared to the other samples. As mentioned above, the oxidation state of Mn is
+3 due to the characteristic peak positions (642 and 653.7 eV) as expected.24 As seen in
Figure 4.10, for the samples with x < 2, the 2p3/2 peak shifts about 0.4 eV towards the higher
bonding energy and becomes slightly broader at higher bonding energies. This could be from
the presence of both Mn+3 and Mn+4 species on the surface. Looking at Table 4.3, the
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existence of Mn+4 could be explained owing to the slight excess of Mn on the surface of the
samples (with respect to the nominal composition) that could form MnO2 in contact with air.

Intensity / a.u.

Mn 2p

Mn2CoO4
Mn1.5Co1.5O4
MnCo2O4
Mn0.5Co2.5O4
660

655

650

645

640

635

Binding energy / eV
Figure 4.10. Mn 2p photoemission lines for the MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples.

As shown in Figure 4.10, there is no observation of the characteristic satellite of Mn+2 at
647 eV for any of the samples.23 However, a small amount of Mn+2 in samples with x < 2
cannot be excluded. It is worth mentioning that these samples show significant amount of
adsorbed species on the surface (such as water and hydroxyl groups).
The adsorbed species on the surface were also investigated by analysing the O 1s
photoemission spectra as shown in Figure 4.11. The O 1s photoemission spectra can be
divided into three photoelectron peaks as labelled on the figure. The peaks at 529.6, 531.6
and 533.0 eV belong to the oxygen in the spinel lattice (metal-oxygen bonds), the oxygen of
hydroxide ions, and the oxygen of the water that is physically adsorbed on the surface,
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respectively. All these results are in agreement with the values found in the literature for the
MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) samples.22, 25

O2-OH
Mn2CoO4

Intensity / a.u.

H2Oads

Mn1.5Co1.5O4
MnCo2O4
Mn0.5Co2.5O4
Co3O4
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534

532

530

528

526

Binding energy / eV
Figure 4.11. O 1s photoemission spectra taken in normal emission using nonmonochromatized Al Kα X-ray source for the MnxCo3-xO4 samples.

4.3.6. Ex situ XANES
Synchrotron X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) was used to identify the
oxidation states of Co and Mn in spinels MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) as well as the cationic
distributions in these materials since X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES)
allows one to obtain information on the oxidation state of an atom of interest and the site
symmetry.26-28
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4.3.6.1.

Co Edge
Figure 4.12 illustrates K-edge XANES of Co in spinels Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4, and

MnCo2O4 and reference Co oxides. K-edge XANES spectra of standard cobalt oxide
particles of CoO (+2), Co3O4 (+2.66) and LiCoO2 (+3) were included for comparison
purpose. K-edge XANES of Co in both Mn1.5Co1.5O4 and Mn2CoO4 samples were not
included in Figure 4.12 since absorption was not high enough due to less Co in both samples.
The inset in Figure 4.12 shows XANES spectra of spinels and reference Co oxides more
clearly. As shown in the inset, the K-edge Co XANES of three spinels are varied between
reference CoO (+2) and Co3O4 (+2.66). However, more clear results can be seen in
Figure 4.13, in which the reference Co oxides were used to make a linear relationship
between Co oxidation states in three spinels and K-edge absorption energies.11
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Figure 4.12. K-edge XANES patterns of Co in spinel Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4 and
the reference oxides (CoO, Co3O4 and LiCoO2). Inset shows XANES patterns of three
spinels and reference oxides in the photon energy scale between 7708 and 7715 eV.
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Figure 4.13. Fitted linear relationship between Co oxidation states in spinel Co3O4,
Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4 and the corresponding photon energies. The plot was made from
Figure 4.12 at 0.5 E, which is commonly selected as half-way up the absorption edge.29 Ref.
Co3O4 was excluded to produce linear fit. The same result for Ref. Co3O4 is shown by Li et
al.11 Data points for the prepared Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and MnCo2O4 samples were placed
onto the calibration line.

A list of the Co oxidation states in cubic phase spinels and reference Co oxides and their
corresponding K-edge absorption energies (eV) is reported in Table 4.4. The error in
oxidation states (see Table 4.4) was calculated based on the energy resolution shift, which
is 0.1 eV since the detector of B18 can measure the XANES with an energy resolution of
0.1 eV, in the calibration curve.29 According to XANES measurements for Co edge (see
Figure 4.13 and Table 4.4) in cubic phase spinels, the mean Co valence were determined to
be 2.5 for Co3O4, 2.4 for Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and 2.4 for MnCo2O4. By increasing Mn cations in
spinel Co3O4, the mean Co valence value is decreased, suggesting that Mn+3 cations
substitute for Co+3 in spinel.11 It may be worth noting that the oxidation state for Co3O4 is
2.5 rather than 2.66, which might be coming from either small impurity of CoO or the surface
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oxidation state of the Co nanoparticles might be different from that of the bulk. However,
the trends along the series (from x = 0 to 1) can be safely taken as correct.

Catalyst

Energy / eV (±0.1)

Oxidation State (±0.023)

Ref. CoO

7709.2

2

Ref. Co3O4

7711.1

2.66

Ref. LiCoO2

7713.5

3

Co3O4

7711.3

2.50

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

7710.8

2.37

MnCo2O4

7710.7

2.35

Table 4.4. List of the mean Co oxidation states in reference oxides, spinel Co3O4,
Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4 samples and their corresponding K-edge energies (eV).

XANES measurements for Co in cubic phase spinels are confirming XPS measurements (see
section 4.3.5. XPS) by showing that the ratio of Co+2/Co+3 increases when x (Mn dopant)
increases due to substitution of Mn for the Co+3.
4.3.6.2.

Mn Edge
Mn K-edge XANES profiles of four spinels (Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4,

and Mn2CoO4) and reference Mn oxides are shown in Figure 4.14. XANES spectra of
reference Mn oxide particles of MnO (+2), Mn2O3 (+3) and MnO2 (+4) were also included
for comparison purpose. The difference between XANES spectra can be seen more clearly
in the inset in Figure 4.14. The reference Mn oxides were used to establish a linear
relationship between K-edge absorption energy and the metal valence.11, 30
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Figure 4.14. K-edge XANES patterns of Mn in spinel Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4,
Mn1.5Co1.5O4, Mn2CoO4 samples and the reference oxides (MnO, Mn2O3 and MnO2). Inset
shows XANES patterns of three spinels and reference oxides in the photon energy scale
between 6543 and 6554 eV.

Figure 4.15 illustrates a linear fit, which was made of reference Mn oxides with their
corresponding energies, to show the oxidation state of Mn in four spinels and their
corresponding photon energies (eV). The results from Figure 4.15 were reported in
Table 4.5 show the mean Mn oxidation states for four spinels, reference Mn oxides and their
corresponding Mn K-edge photon energies. The error in oxidation states (see Table 4.5) was
again calculated from the energy resolution shift (0.1 eV) as mentioned in Co Edge section.
Figure 4.15 and Table 4.5 show that the mean Mn oxidation states for four spinels are
between 3 and 4 confirming the existence of Mn+3 and Mn+4 in all spinels. As already shown
in XPS measurements, the existence of Mn+4 was observed in all spinels and the existence
of Mn+4 might be coming from the slight excess of Mn on the surface of the samples, which
could form MnO2 due to the contact with air. By comparing the mean Mn oxidation states
in four spinels, it is obvious to see that the mean Mn oxidation state decreases when x (Mn
dopant) increases. These results mean that doped Mn ions are Mn+3 and Mn+3 ions replace
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in Co+3 in the spinels since the mean Mn valence values for all four samples are larger than
3. It might be considered that the amount of Mn+4 on the surface of spinels are roughly fixed
and the incorporated Mn ions must have +3 oxidation state since the mean Mn oxidation
state is getting closer to 3 rather than 4 (see Table 4.5).
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4.0

Mn Oxidation State
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2.5
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Figure 4.15. Fitted linear relationship between Mn oxidation states in spinel Mn0.5Co2.5O4,
MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4, Mn2CoO4 samples and the corresponding photon energies. The
plot was made from Figure 4.14 at 0.5 E (half-way up the absorption edge). Data points for
the prepared Mn0.5Co2.5O4, MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4, Mn2CoO4 samples were placed onto
the calibration line.

Mn edge XANES results are consistent with Co edge XANES measurements by showing
that doped Mn+3 ions substitute Co+3 ions in four spinels.
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Catalyst

Energy / eV (±0.1)

Oxidation State (±0.025)

Ref. MnO

6544.7

2

Ref. Mn2O3

6549.2

3

Ref. MnO2

6552.5

4

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

6550.9

3.53

MnCo2O4

6550.5

3.42

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

6549.7

3.23

Mn2CoO4

6549.3

3.14

Table 4.5. List of the mean Mn oxidation states in reference oxides, spinel Mn0.5Co2.5O4,
MnCo2O4, Mn1.5Co1.5O4, Mn2CoO4 samples and their corresponding K-edge energies (eV).

4.4.

Electrochemical Characterization
This part will explain the electrochemical studies on Mn doped spinel cobalt oxides

in alkaline media. Again, experimental details are set out in Chapter 2. In order to make a
reasonable comparison between all spinels, experimental conditions were kept as consistent
as possible by using fresh electrolyte, making fresh ink, uniform electrode coating, keeping
the same electrolyte temperature and purging electrolyte with O2/N2 in each measurement.
4.4.1. Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammograms of Co3O4 samples prepared via co-precipitation and thermal
decomposition methods are compared in Figure 4.16. In contrast to other MnxCo3-xO4
samples, with Co3O4 there were significant differences with the preparation. Both samples
showed oxidation and reduction peaks between 500 and 550 mV, but there are large
differences in magnitude. The origin of peaks are not known clearly, however, as already
discussed in more details in Chapter 3, it has been proposed in the literature18, 31-36 that they
may be attributed to the Co (III/IV) couple at the electrode surface due to the oxidation
reaction of CoOOH formed on the surface.37 It is known that the surface of Co3O4
immediately turns into CoOOH in alkaline media.15 Therefore, the surface redox reaction is
from the oxidation of CoOOH and the reverse reaction.
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Figure 4.16. Cyclic voltammograms of Co3O4 catalysts (prepared via thermal
decomposition (black) and co-precipitation (red) methods) coated on GC electrode in 1 M
KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 20 mV/s.

As seen in Figure 4.16, the oxidation and reduction peaks’ sizes at Co3O4 produced with
thermal decomposition are much larger than at one prepared via co-precipitation. While the
oxidation/reduction peaks at Co3O4 produced via thermal decomposition are much more
clear and distinct, the sample produced by co-precipitation shows much wider and lower
intensity peaks. The reason for the large difference between CVs of Co 3O4 prepared via
thermal decomposition and co-precipitation is not know. However, these may come from
different particle sizes, crystallinity, morphologies and the surface areas (BET surface areas
of Co3O4 via thermal decomposition: 7.7 m2 g-1; co-precipitation: 4.8 m2 g-1), which are
strongly affected by preparation methods.35, 38, 39 It is an important evidence that morphology
of Co3O4 influences the probability of Co(III) species to be exposed in alkaline media
differently.35 Therefore, it is expected to obtain cyclic voltammetry somewhat similar even
though there are some difference in peak intensities. The integrated areas of Co(III)
oxidation peaks were calculated and the integrated area of oxidation peak at Co3O4 produced
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via thermal decomposition is almost 12 times larger than at the one produced via coprecipitation.
The inset present in Figure 4.16 shows a small oxidation and reduction peaks, which are
normally hard to see in the scale of typical CV of Co3O4 without zooming, at Co3O4 prepared
via the co-precipitation method. It has been suggested that these peaks are assigned to the
Co(II/III) oxidation and reduction.18, 40, 41 These oxidation and reduction peaks are not always
visible in the literature. According to Belova et al., it is common to observe very small
oxidation/reduction peaks for Co(II/III) couple since the amount Co+2 is half of Co+3 and due
to tetrahedral site location of Co+2, it is harder to oxidise Co+2 compared to Co+3.41,

42

Probably, this is why it is not obvious to see these peaks in general CVs of Co3O4.
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Figure 4.17. Cyclic voltammograms of Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts
coated on GC electrode in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 10 mV s-1.

Cyclic voltammograms of five spinels coated on GC electrode 1 M KOH at 25 oC with
10 mV s-1 potential scan rate are present in Figure 4.17. As shown, there are three major
points to highlight:
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I)

There is an increase in the current densities for O2 evolution around 0.6 V from
cubic phase Co3O4 to MnCo2O4 and then the current density is decreased from
MnCo2O4 to Mn2CoO4 (when the phase is changed from cubic to tetragonal
phase).

II)

Cyclic voltammograms also show the small oxidation and reduction peaks for
MnCo2O4 and Mn1.5Co1.5O4 samples between 50 and 150 mV. Lee et al. suggest
that these oxidation and reduction peaks are for the MnOOH/MnO2 couple
because of the increased content of Mn+3 on the nanoparticle surface.15 The
oxidation/reduction peak intensities are different with different Mn content.
While Mn+3 ions in spinels (from MnCo2O4 to Mn2CoO4) increase there is a
decrease in peak current densities for oxidation and reduction peaks. No peaks
are observed in this region for the oxidation and reduction at Mn2CoO4 coated
sample. Lee et al. believe that when the Mn+3 ion content is increased in the
tetragonal phase of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0), the stabilization of Mn+3 is
increased by Jahn – Teller distortion.15 Therefore, the oxidation of Mn+3 to Mn+4
is becoming harder and there is no oxidation at pure tetragonal phase (Mn2CoO4).
However, the charge associated with these peaks are ≈ 30 µC cm-2 and this
corresponds to a small fraction of a monolayer oxidation/reduction charge
(≈ 150 µC cm-2) on an atomically smooth surface. Therefore, these peaks are not
associated with conversion of ions in the structure. These peaks are most
probably from impurity or very minor species (such as iron couple) on the surface
of these samples.

III)

The addition of Mn ions into spinel Co3O4 further suppresses the Co redox couple
at around +500 mV for all Mn containing spinels. According to XPS and XANES
data, Mn+3 ions replace with Co+3 in the spinel cobalt oxide. This is an important
finding from the data in this chapter, and supports the assertion that the oxidation
and reduction peaks around +500 mV for Co3O4 are most likely from the
Co(III/IV) redox couple.

4.4.2. Oxygen Reduction
Oxygen reduction reaction properties at spinel MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts
coated on glassy carbon electrodes were investigated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) in
O2 saturated 1 M KOH at 25 oC with 5 mV s-1 potential scan rate at 400 RPM and as shown
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in Figure 4.18. Carbon powder (XC-72R) and Pt black were also included for comparison
purpose. The activity was assessed from both the current density in the foot of the reduction
waves and from the limiting current densities. In both cases, there is an obvious increase in
the catalytic activities of all Mn containing spinels towards ORR compared to pure Co3O4.
This is an expected results since mixed metal oxides show higher catalytic activity for ORR8,
9, 15, 43, 44

as introduced in Chapter 1.
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Figure 4.18. ORR voltammograms of Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts, Pt
black and Carbon (XC-72R) in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan
rate: 5 mV s-1; Rotation rate: 400 RPM.

The reduction waves show two distinct regions:
a) Foot of wave: In this region, there is a large potential dependency and the rate determining
step must be an electron transfer reaction.
b) Plateau region: The current is independent of potential and the rate determining step is
either a chemical step or mass transport in this region.
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4.4.2.1.

Foot of Wave
Figure 4.19 shows the variation of the current density at – 0.15 V with Mn content.

There is an increase in the catalytic activities of cubic phase samples (Co3O4, Mn0.5Co2.5O4
and MnCo2O4) with Mn content but the trend is reversed with the tetragonal phase. The
results show that the highest ORR activities are observed with cubic phase MnCo2O4 (almost
similar to Mn0.5Co2.5O4). Rios et al. show the same increase in ORR activity for cubic phase
samples (MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.0)).9 It is also worth noting that MnCo2O4 approaches the
ORR activity of Pt black with only ≈ 100 mV larger onset potential at a current density of
– 0.1 mA cm-2.
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Figure 4.19. ORR activities (current density) versus Mn atomic content in spinels
MnxCo3- xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) at – 0.15 V. The lines shown are the best fit through the three
data points on either side of the peak.

ORR activities of samples can be also compared with their potentials at a specific current
density. Figure 4.20 compares potentials versus Mn content in spinels at a chosen specific
current density (– 0.03 mA cm-2). The same trends can be seen in these results also since the
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lowest onset potential is observed with MnCo2O4. According to results (especially in
Figure 4.19), oxygen reduction activity at cubic phase sample (0.69 mA cm-2 for MnCo2O4)
is almost 6 times higher than tetragonal phase sample (0.12 mA cm-2 for Mn2CoO4). The
similar result was also provided by Garg et al. who showed that cubic phase MnCo2O4
nanocubes has 5 times higher oxygen reduction activity than tetragonal phase Mn2CoO4
nanocubes.5 The slight difference between their results and the results in this chapter might
be coming from different preparation methods.
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Figure 4.20. ORR potentials versus Mn atomic content in spinels MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)
at – 0.03 mA cm-2. The lines shown are the best fit through the three data points on either
side of the peak.

The literature commonly investigates and compares the kinetics of the ORR using Tafel
plots. Figure 4.21 shows Tafel plots for all 5 spinels, which are created from the ORR
voltammograms at 400 RPM between 0.0 and – 0.2 V vs Hg/HgO in Figure 4.18. As shown,
there is not a clear range where the log | j | vs E are linear. Therefore, no further analyses
were carried out from Tafel plots.
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Figure 4.21. Tafel plots of Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts made from ORR
voltammograms of spinels at 400 RPM (Figure 4.18). Data taken between 0.0 V and – 0.2 V
vs Hg/HgO.

4.4.2.2.

Plateau region
The rotation rate dependency of the voltammograms at all five spinels coated on GC

electrode were further investigated and Figure 4.22 reports the rotation rate dependencies
of the responses at these materials in 1 M KOH. Well formed sigmoidal voltammograms
were obtained for each rotation rate at each spinel. The value of limiting current densities at
those containing Mn ions are much higher than that at Co3O4.
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Figure 4.22. ORR voltammograms of Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts coated
glassy carbon in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.

Again to point out, the rate determining step in the limiting current plateau region can be
either limited by mass transport or a chemical step. It is obvious that the limiting current
densities are increased with an increase in the speed of rotation rate for all five samples (see
Figure 4.22). However, the oxygen reduction is not completely mass transport controlled
since the limiting current densities versus the square root of rotation rates (Levich Plots, not
shown) are not linear passing through the origin. Also intercepts are different at the different
spinels. According to these results, the oxygen reduction is partially limited by a chemical
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step for all five spinels. Therefore, further data analysis was carried out using the
Koutecky – Levich (K – L) equation (see Equation 3.1, in Chapter 3) in order to gain
further information about the number of transferred electrons (n) per oxygen molecule from
K – L slopes and the rate of chemical step from the intercepts.
Figure 4.23 reports plots of 1 / jL vs 1 / ω1/2 for five spinels (top) and Pt black and
carbon XC– 72R (bottom) coated electrodes. The slopes and intercepts from these plots are
reported in Table 4.6. The linear fit through data points goes through 3 points (100, 400 and
900 rpm) for all samples and it is obvious that there is a deviation at higher rotation rates
(1600 and 2500 rpm, small 1 / ω1/2 values) especially for Co3O4. Again K – L plots of Pt
black and carbon powder were used in this chapter for comparison purpose since oxygen is
reduced on Pt via 4e- reduction while it is 2e- reduction on carbon. As shown from K – L
plots, there are clear intercepts at all spinels, which proves the oxygen reduction is partially
limited by a chemical step. A small intercept indicates a rapid chemistry while a large value
indicates a slow chemical rate determining step. The values of the intercepts are reported in
Table 4.6, and it is clear that the smallest intercept was obtained at cubic phase MnCo2O4
while the highest was observed at Co3O4. Smaller intercept means larger rate of chemical
step (see Equation 3.1, Chapter 3), therefore, O – O cleavage is faster and more favourable
when the rate of chemical step is large. It is also worth noting that the intercept value of
MnCo2O4 is slightly larger than Pt black.
As to the comparison of slopes (see Table 4.6), it is obvious that slopes of all spinels except
Co3O4 are very close to Pt black and especially the slope of MnCo2O4 is the same of Pt black,
confirming that oxygen is reduced via 4e- at all Mn containing spinels. The slope of Co3O4
is slightly smaller than carbon black and the larger deviation at higher rotation rate also
confirms that oxygen reduction is predominantly occurred via 2e- reduction at Co3O4.
The number of apparent electron (napp) transferred per oxygen molecule and the formation
of hydrogen peroxide will be investigated from RRDE data in section 4.4.4.
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Figure 4.23. Koutecky-Levich plots for O2 reduction in O2 purged 1 M KOH with Mn doped
MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts, Pt black and carbon powder (XC-72R) coated glassy
carbon. Data taken at – 500 mV vs Hg/HgO, in the plateau regions of the voltammograms.
Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1. Lines shown are best fits through only the
three lowest rotation rates (100, 400 and 900 RPM).
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Koutecky – Levich

Catalyst

Slope / mA-1 cm2

% H2O2*

napp / Apparent
electron number*

Intercept / mA-1 cm2

rpm-1/2
Co3O4

-16.5 (±0.8)

-0.54 (±0.05)

76 (±4)

2.48

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

-9.96 (±0.3)

-0.19 (±0.02)

18 (±1)

3.64

MnCo2O4

-10.94 (±0.1)

-0.16 (±0.01)

16 (±1)

3.68

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

-10.65 (±0.3)

-0.26 (±0.02)

33 (±2)

3.35

Mn2CoO4

-10.48 (±0.5)

-0.38 (±0.03)

41 (±2)

3.18

Pt Black

-10.97 (±0.1)

-0.06 (±0.01)

˂1

-

Carbon

-17.02 (±0.3)

-0.16 (±0.02)

59.5 (±3.0)

2.81

(XC-72R)

Table 4.6. Comparison of catalyst materials with Pt black and Carbon (XC – 72R) RDE and
RRDE data. O2 saturated 1 M KOH; Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1;
Rotation rate: 400 RPM. *Data were collected at 400 RPM where potential was – 0.5 V.
Slopes and intercepts for all materials shown in the table are only from first three points,
corresponding to rotation rates of 100, 400 and 900 RPM.

4.4.3. Oxygen Evolution
The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) behaviours at MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)
spinels were carried out in order to investigate the bifunctional properties at these materials
and to assess the effect of Mn content towards OER. Figure 4.24 shows OER
voltammograms at five spinels, bare GC and Pt black in 1 M KOH at room temperature with
5 mV s-1 potential scan rate. The results show that oxygen evolution activities increase from
cubic phase Co3O4 to MnCo2O4 and then the activities decrease from cubic phase MnCo2O4
to tetragonal phase Mn2CoO4, yielding a similar trend to the ORR activities. The highest
oxygen reduction and evolution activities and lowest onset potentials for both ORR and OER
at MnCo2O4 (with x =1) make this sample the most active bifunctional catalyst amongst
manganese doped Co3O4 series (MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)). The results reported in this
chapter show that adding Mn into spinels, which have pure cubic phase, increases OER
activity. On the other hand, according to some studies9, 34, 45, 46, adding Mn into Co3O4
decreases the OER activities. The origins of this discrepancy between our work and these
studies are not known.
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Figure 4.24. OER voltammograms of Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts, Pt
black and bare GC in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate:
5 mV s-1.

4.4.4. Hydrogen Peroxide Formation as Intermediate Product
RRDE studies were also carried out to investigate hydrogen peroxide formation as
intermediate product in the oxygen reduction at five catalysts coated on GC disc/Pt ring
electrodes. While the potential of the ring was held at 0.2 V vs Hg/HgO, where the oxidation
of hydrogen peroxide is mass transport controlled at Pt,44, 47 the GC disc electrode was
scanned from 0.2 V to – 0.5 V vs Hg/HgO, where oxygen is reduced. Figure 4.25 shows the
responses from the disc and ring under similar conditions at five spinels. The percentage (%)
of the reduction currents, which lead to H2O2, at these spinels, Pt black and carbon powder
are estimated using Equation 4.2 and reported in Table 4.6;43

𝐻2 𝑂2 % = 200

𝐼𝑅 /𝑁
𝐼𝐷 +𝐼𝑅 /𝑁

Equation 4.2
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Where ID is disc current, IR is ring current and N is current collection efficiency (0.37). As
can be seen from Figure 4.25 and H2O2 % in Table 4.6, there is peroxide formation at all
spinel catalysts although the H2O2 % at each material are very different.
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Figure 4.25. Ring (top) and disc (bottom) responses for O2 reduction at Mn doped
MnxCo3- xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts coated glassy carbon discs. The potential of the discs
is scanned while the Pt ring electrode is held at + 200 mV vs Hg/HgO. Rotation rates as
shown. O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s−1. The disc
area: 0.2475 cm2; The ring area: 0.1866 cm2. The collection efficiency of the RRDE is 0.37.
Prior to each rotating, KOH was purged with O2 for ≈ 8 mins.

As already shown in Plateau region section (4.4.2.2), oxygen reduction is mainly 2ereduction at Co3O4 coated electrode, which implied that high amount of hydrogen peroxide
was expected. The result (H2O2 %) in Table 4.6 confirms this outcome by showing large
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amount of H2O2 formation (≈ 76 %) at Co3O4. RRDE results also confirm that Mn containing
cubic phase spinels (Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and MnCo2O4) are more favourable than tetragonal phase
sample (Mn2CoO4) for oxygen to be reduced via 4e- pathway. With MnCo2O4, hydrogen
peroxide detected at Pt ring was the smallest, ≈ 16 % at 400 RPM. In fact, SEM images of
GC electrode edge showed (see Figure A2.1, in Appendix) that there was uncovered GC
close to PTFE surround (This error was calculated in Chapter 2 as –6.4 %) and this may
contribute to the final hydrogen peroxide percentages reported in Table 4.6.
Hydrogen peroxide formation at Pt and carbon black are the same as reported in Chapter 3.
It is clear that hydrogen peroxide formation reaction is predominant at carbon black as
expected from known the performance of gas diffusion electrodes (GDE)48 while it is a
minor contribution at Pt black.
The number of apparent electrons (napp) transferred per oxygen molecule can be also
calculated from Rotating Ring Disc Electrode (RRDE) data by using the equation below; 43,
49-51

𝑛𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 4

𝐼𝐷

𝐼
𝐼𝐷 + 𝑅

Equation 4.3

𝑁

ID, IR and N are disc current, ring current and current collection efficiency, respectively.
Apparent electron numbers for oxygen reduction at all spinels were calculated from RRDE
data (see Figure 4.25) collected with 400 RPM at – 0.5 V by using Equation 4.3 and
reported in Table 4.6. Results show that apparent electron numbers are much higher at Mn
containing spinels compared to those at Co3O4. These results confirm the results obtained in
section (4.4.2.2) that oxygen is mainly reduced via the 2e- reduction pathway at Co3O4 while
it is the 4e- reduction pathway at Mn containing spinels. The highest apparent electron
numbers (napp = 3.68) were observed at cubic phase MnCo2O4 as expected. The results also
prove that cubic phase is more favourable than tetragonal phase as shown from apparent
electron numbers for all spinels. The number of transferred electrons are not exactly 4e- for
Mn containing samples, in which the deviations are caused by the varied rate of chemical
steps involved in ORR process. Samples with higher values of intercept (small rate of
chemical step) showed smaller apparent electron numbers (see Table 4.6).
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4.4.5. Hydrogen Peroxide Oxidation and Reduction
The voltammetry of H2O2 oxidation and reduction at spinel Mn doped cobalt oxides
(MnxCo3-xO4, 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) materials are highly important to define exact oxygen reduction
pathways, which can be direct 4e- reduction or 2x2e- reduction pathway, at these materials.
In some cases, the oxygen reduction pathway may look like 4e- reduction even though it may
be 2x2e- reduction if the second 2e- is fast. To show the simple case of H2O2 oxidation and
reduction, the voltammetry of 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged 1 M KOH at Pt black is reported
in Figure 4.26. The limiting currents for oxidation and reduction are equal and the actual
values are large compared to all Mn containing spinels.
Figure 4.27 reports the oxidation and reduction voltammograms of ≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2
purged 1 M KOH with different rotation rates at five spinels (all experiments were carried
out on the same day in order to make a logical comparison since H2O2 decomposes with time

j / mA cm-2

(see Figure A4.1, in Appendix for the degree of H2O2 decomposition in 12 hours)).
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Figure 4.26. Voltammograms of the reduction and oxidation of ≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged
1 M KOH at Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) catalysts and Pt black coated glassy
carbon. Rotation rate: 400 RPM; Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.
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Figure 4.27. Rotation rate dependence of the voltammograms for the reduction and
oxidation of ≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged 1 M KOH at Mn doped MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)
catalysts coated glassy carbon. Rotation rates are as shown. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential
scan rate: 5 mV s-1. Electrolyte was purged with N2 for ≈ 5 minutes prior to each
measurement.

As seen in Figure 4.27, the oxidation and reduction current densities at all spinels show little
dependency on rotation rate, confirming that hydrogen peroxide reduction and oxidation are
strongly kinetically limited with these spinels. According to results in Figure 4.26, showing
that the current densities at spinels are much lower than expected, and Figure 4.27, the
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intermediate product (H2O2) can not be rapidly reduced to hydroxide due to strong kinetic
limitation. Therefore, it is obvious that a 2x2e- mechanism for a 4e- reduction is not possible
at the aforementioned spinels.

4.5.

Discussion
Spinel type manganese cobalt oxides were synthesised with a wide manganese

composition range (MnxCo3-xO4, 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) via co-precipitation method. Physical
characterisation results show that samples with Mn content up to x = 1.0 have a cubic phase.
On the other hand, the mixture of cubic and tetragonal phase is obtained with Mn 1.5Co1.5O4
while the phase is only tetragonal with Mn2CoO4. The crystallinity of sample is decreased
by increasing Mn in pure Co3O4. This decrease in crystallographic symmetry is caused by a
Jahn – Taller distortion11-13, which was turned to be more dominant when Mn+3 ions exceed
the critical fraction (60 – 65 %). It was also shown that Mn incorporation into pure Co3O4
increases the surface area and decreases the particle sizes. With MnCo2O4, the highest
surface area (50 m2 g-1) and smallest particle size (≈ 7 nm) material was obtained. Thus, the
morphology of materials can be tuned with composition, which highly affects the intrinsic
properties of spinels for oxygen reduction/evolution.
XPS studies proved that the surface elemental compositions were close to the bulk atomic
ratios although some surface segregation of Mn was observed. The slight deviation from the
bulk Mn:Co composition is due to the surface state, which is affected by all species adsorbed
on the surface (such as OH- and H2Oads). It was also shown by high resolution Co 2p
photoemission lines that the amount of Co+3 in octahedral sites was decreased when x (Mn
dopant) was increased, showing that Mn+3 ions substitute for Co+3 in Co3O4. High resolution
Mn 2p spectrum presents the characteristic two peaks of Mn(III) cation. These results were
also supported with electrochemical measurements and literature data5, 15 by showing that
no oxidation and reduction peaks for Co+3/Co+4 couple in cyclic voltammograms of Mn
containing spinels. Ex-situ XANES studies are well consistent with XPS measurements for
five spinel samples MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) (see Table 4.7). According to XANES and
XPS results, substituted Mn ions’ oxidation states are +3 and by doping Mn ions, the mean
oxidation states of Co is getting closer to 2, suggesting that Mn+3 ions replace in Co+3 in all
spinels. The XPS data also revealed the existence of Mn+4 ions. This most likely comes from
an excess of Mn ions on the surface of the catalysts. This supports the ex-situ XANES data
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where the mean manganese oxidation states are all greater than +3 (see Table 4.7).
Moreover, by considering statistical fits from XRD refinement, Mn+3 ions prefer to occupy
tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites in the spinels. According to these findings
(statistical fits from XRD refinement, XPS and ex-situ XANES), the cationic distribution of
all five spinels is as suggested in Table 4.8.

XPS
Co+2/Co+3 ratio

Catalyst

Ex-Situ XANES

Mn+3 (qualitative)

Mean Co

Mean Mn

Oxidation State

Oxidation State

(± 0.023)

(± 0.025)

-

2.5

-

least amount

2.37

3.53

MnCo2O4

2.35

3.42

Mn1.5Co1.5O4

-

3.23

-

3.14

(qualitative)

Co3O4

smallest ratio

Mn0.5Co2.5O4

largest ratio

greatest amount

Mn2CoO4

Table 4.7. Comparison of the XPS and Ex-Situ XANES data of MnxCo3-xO4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0).
(XPS data also show the existence of Mn+4 species on the surface of materials).

Catalyst

Suggested Cationic Distribution
[Co+2]Th[Co+32]OhO4

Co3O4
[Mn+30.5 Co+20.5]Th[Co+31.5 Co+20.5]OhO4
Mn0.5Co2.5O4
[Mn+3]Th[Co+3 Co+2]OhO4
MnCo2O4
[Mn+3]Th[Co+3 Co+2]OhO4 (83.5%) + [Mn+3]Th[Co+2Mn+3]OhO4 (16.5%)
Mn1.5Co1.5O4
[Mn+3]Th[Co+2Mn+3]OhO4
Mn2CoO4

Table 4.8. Catalysts and their suggested cationic distributions based on XPS, ex-situ
XANES and statistical fits from XRD refinement.
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Figure 4.28. The d-orbital configurations for Mn+3, Co+3 and Co+2 ions in octahedral and
tetrahedral coordination. CFSE: Crystal Field Stabilization Energy; Δ: The ligand-field
splitting parameter; P: Pairing energy; Δt = 4/9 Δo.

Figure 4.28 shows the possible d orbital configurations and calculated crystal field splitting
energies (CFSE) of the various ions (Mn+3, Co+3 and Co+2) in spinels (MnxCo3-xO4,
0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0). Based on XPS and ex-situ XANES data, the oxidation state of Mn doped in
spinel Co3O4 is +3 (d4) and as already known (see Chapter 1) the oxidation states of Co in
spinel Co3O4 are +2 (d7) and +3 (d6). Therefore, the cationic distributions of all five spinels
may be proposed from crystal field theory. From crystal field theory, the suggested cationic
distribution of MnCo2O4 , to name but one example, is [Co+2]Th[Co+3Mn+3]OhO4-2 since the
calculated crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) of [Co+2]Th[Co+3Mn+3]OhO4-2
is estimated as - 3.53Δo+2P, which is smaller than that for [Mn+3]Th[Co+3Co+2]OhO4-2 at
- 3.37Δo+2P. However, based on the experimental studies (XRD fit statistics, XPS, and exsitu XANES), the suggested cationic distribution for MnCo2O4 is [Mn+3]Th[Co+3Co+2]OhO4- 2,
which suggest that Mn ions occupy tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites. The origin
of the inconsistency between the experimental results in this thesis and the results from
crystal field theory is not clear. However, it should be noted that Δo values will vary for the
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different ions, so the simple addition of the CFSE values is not fully valid. Since the CFSE
values are close, these deviations could be significant.
Electrochemical measurements report that all spinels prepared as layers without carbon have
bifunctional properties toward oxygen reduction and evolution in alkaline media. Cubic
phase MnCo2O4 is the most active bifunctional catalyst amongst the five spinels, and it is
especially more favourable for oxygen reduction reaction in terms of current density (at
– 0.15 V) and onset potential (at – 0.03 mA cm-2). The highest ORR activity was observed
for the cubic phase MnCo2O4 (which is close to Pt black with a slightly less limiting current
density and only ≈ 100 mV larger onset potential at – 0.1 mA cm-2). This is because cubic
phase has higher catalytic active sites and more strongly binding O2 properties than
tetragonal phase material(s).5, 11, 13 It has been also believed that Mn+3 and Mn+4 are more
active than Co species for ORR.9, 43, 49, 52 Further analyses were conducted with Tafel plots,
but Tafel plots show no linear region to obtain the kinetic parameters for comparing ORR
activities of spinels in terms of rate constants.
The mechanistic studies of oxygen reduction at five spinels in alkaline media also show that
pure Co3O4 is a poor catalyst (follow mainly 2e- reduction) for oxygen reduction while Mn
doped spinels are more effective catalysts (largely follow 4e- reduction). Rotation rate
dependency voltammograms were conducted and used for Koutecky – Levich (K – L) plots.
K – L plots suggest that oxygen is mainly reduced via 2e- pathway at Co3O4 since it shows
somewhat similar slope to carbon black (XC – 72R), in which oxygen is reduced via 2epathway. In this case, the suggested mechanism for O adsorption geometry at spinel Co3O4
could involve end-on O2 adsorption (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.2.b). In contrast, it is followed
via 4e- pathway with Mn doped spinels since the slopes of Mn doped spinels are quite close
to Pt black’s, in which oxygen is reduced via 4e- pathway. Therefore, the suggested
mechanism for O adsorption geometry at Mn containing spinels should be bidentate O2
adsorption (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.2.c-d). The slope of MnCo2O4 (-10.94) is the closest to
Pt black’s slope (-10.97) under similar conditions showing the oxygen reduction is 4ereduction on MnCo2O4. From the intercepts obtained from K – L plots, it can be suggested
that oxygen reduction is partially limited by chemical steps at five materials to a varied
degree. Again MnCo2O4 shows the highest rate of chemical step amongst five spinels,
confirming that the fastest O – O cleavage is observed at this sample.
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Figure 4.29 shows oxygen reduction mechanism at different potentials (– 0.1 V, where
oxygen reduction is electron transfer controlled, and – 0.4 V, where oxygen reduction is
mainly mass transport/chemical reaction controlled). There are possible oxygen reduction
reactions shown in the foot of wave region and plateau region (see Figure 4.29):
I)

Reaction in the foot of wave region (at – 0.1 V): O – O cleavage happens
and then oxygen atoms can reduce with 4e- reduction to form hydroxide. In
this region, not all the O2 is reduced but the rate of the reduction shows a
large potential dependency; the rate determining step is electron transfer
(slow) since electron transfer depends on potential. There is no chemical
limitation or mass transport limitation in the oxygen reduction mechanism.
O2 cleavage (the rate of chemical step) is independent of the potential while
it depends on the catalyst. The highest rate of the chemical step was obtained
at MnCo2O4 amongst five spinels as mentioned above.

II)

Reactions in the Plateau region (at – 0.4 V): There are two oxygen reduction
mechanisms in this region. O – O cleavage continues to occur and oxygen
atoms can be reduced with 4e- reduction to form hydroxide but the current
is now limited by chemical step. Any O2 at the surface not consumed in
O – O cleavage can now undergo direct electron transfer, initially to give
superoxide (O2-). But the plateaux of the waves coincide with potentials
where the reduction of O2 to O2- is mass transport controlled, see
voltammogram at carbon in Figure 4.18. There are two competing reaction
mechanisms in plateau region, which are 4e- reduction and 2e- reduction
(hydrogen peroxide formation). The kinetics and thermodynamics of
electron transfer to oxygen atom and electron transfer to oxygen molecule
are entirely different.
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Figure 4.29. ORR mechanism at different potentials at Foot of wave (– 0.1 V) and Plateau
region (– 0.4 V) in Figure 4.18.

Oxygen evolution behaviours of the spinels showed that adding Mn in pure Co3O4 increases
OER activity up to x = 1.0, which is still cubic phase, and the activity is decreased from
cubic phase sample (MnCo2O4) to tetragonal phase sample (Mn2CoO4). The OER results in
this chapter suggest that adding Mn into Co3O4 increases OER activity up to x = 1.0 Mn
content and cubic phase is more favourable than tetragonal phase for oxygen evolution,
which does not agree with the results reported by some studies.5, 13
Hydrogen peroxide formation percentages (% H2O2) and the apparent electron number (napp)
are present (see Table 4.6) from the RRDE data. % H2O2 formations show that the lowest
H2O2 % formation (16%) was observed with cubic phase MnCo2O4 sample while the highest
amount of H2O2 formation (76%) was obtained at Co3O4. Adding Mn into pure Co3O4
decreases dramatically hydrogen peroxide formation. Again, cubic phase Mn containing
spinels (Mn0.5Co2.5O4 and MnCo2O4) show less hydrogen peroxide formation compared to
those which are the mixture of cubic and tetragonal phase (Mn1.5Co1.5O4) and only tetragonal
phase (Mn2CoO4). The apparent electron number (napp) is changed between 2.48 (Co3O4) to
3.68 (MnCo2O4). These are more accurate results to show that O2 reduction is dominantly
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2e- at Co3O4 while it is 4e- at MnCo2O4. The deviation from 4e- is due to chemical step in
plateau region as shown in previous sections, and the rate of this deviation from 4e- reduction
is different for each Mn containing spinels, which is caused by different Mn content and
phase (cubic or tetragonal). These results are also in a good agreement with the rotation rate
dependency results as shown before.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two main oxygen reduction pathways (4e- and 2epathways) in alkaline media.44, 53-55 The full 4e- reduction can occur by either direct 4ereduction, where no H2O2 formation occurs due to early O – O bond cleavage, or 2x2emechanism, where H2O2 formation is observed but H2O2 can be rapidly converted into
hydroxide with fast reduction kinetics on the catalyst surface.44 H2O2 oxidation and reduction
studies proved that both the oxidation and reduction are not mass transport controlled at all
spinels, confirming that there is a strong kinetic limitation at all catalysts. The current
densities from the oxidation and reduction of 10 mM H2O2 at five spinels compared to Pt
black show that the current densities were much lower compared to those expected for
10 mM H2O2, which proves that the sluggish H2O2 reduction at all five spinels rule out 2x2emechanism. Therefore, it can be concluded that O2 reduction at spinels occur via direct 4ereduction pathway where O – O bond cleavage is happening in early stage.
To sum up, the effect of composition is a major impact for the phase, morphology, surface
area and the intrinsic properties of catalysts towards the oxygen reduction reaction and the
oxygen evolution reaction.

4.6.
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Chapter 5: The Effect of Preparation Methods

Chapter 5: The Effect of Preparation Methods on Spinel
MnCo2O4
In this chapter, the effect of preparation methods and conditions on the
electrochemical activity of MnCo2O4 in alkaline media will be investigated. MnCo2O4
materials will be prepared via three different synthesis methods (thermal decomposition,
hydrothermal and co-precipitation) and under three different conditions in the hydrothermal
method. Electrochemical activities and the oxygen reduction mechanisms at these MnCo2O4
samples will be compared. Their stabilities under long term measurements will be also
investigated.

5.1.

Introduction
The physicochemical properties of Mn-based spinel oxides depend on the

composition, phase, crystalline structure, surface area, cationic distribution, and oxidation
states of metal ions, which are largely determined by the synthetic conditions.1-9
In general, spinel metal oxides have been produced by a variety of methods such as
hydrothermal/solvothermal9-15,
synthesis/assisted7,

22, 23

sol-gel4,

16-18

,

, thermal decomposition3,

co-precipitation19-21,
24-27

microwave

, the wet method28, combustion

reaction29, the Pechini method using a polymeric precursor30, spray pyrolysis31,

32

, and

electrostatic spray deposition33. With some of these methods, oxides can be produced as
powder or thin film. The differences between these preparation methods are distinguished
based on the homogeneity of oxides, purity of phase, crystallinity, specific surface area,
particle size, stability, morphology, cost of reagents/preparation, and resulting
electrochemical properties.34 All of the aforementioned properties are highly affected by the
preparation method, conditions within the preparation, and starting precursors.34
Thermal decomposition of metallic salts is the most common technique for the preparation
of powder catalysts or sometimes, the solution of metallic salts with a desired molar ratio
are used to form a thin film on a conductive support (such as Ni foam) and then calcined.3438

Large particle size and low specific surface area catalysts are obtained with this method.1

Moreover, the shape and particle size of the resulting catalyst are not controlled. It is also
hard to produce materials with pure spinel phase via thermal decomposition.33 Nitrates,
citrates and carbonates have been used as precursors in this method at different calcination
temperatures.23 Sugawara et al. show that larger surface area catalysts can be produced with
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carbonates rather than citrates and also materials with larger surface area are produced at
lower temperature.26 Schwickardi et al. prepared metal oxides produced using nitrates,
alkoxides, chlorides, acetates and acetylacetonates metal salts and showed that the highest
surface area was obtained with nitrates.39 Nitrates as precursors are more favourable for
oxide preparation with temperature treatment due to their high solubility in water and low
contamination of the final catalysts.40
Hydrothermal (or solvothermal) method possesses the advantage of controlling the
morphology of nanosize materials at lower temperatures and high pressures.41 It is easily
possible with hydrothermal method to produce crystal synthesis or crystal growth from
precursors, which are insoluble under normal temperature and pressure (˂ 100 oC, ˂ 1 atm).42
The solubility and dielectric constants of many solvents under supercritical conditions
change dramatically (dielectric constant for H2O: 78 at 25 oC, ˂ 10 at supercritical
conditions).8, 42 The reaction rate is then much greater under supercritical conditions due to
the decrease in dielectric constant. While some studies9, 11, 13, 43 use hydrothermal methods
for producing the spinels MnCo2O4/Mn2CoO4 without further treatment, others44, 45 do post
high thermal treatment after hydrothermal process.
Co-precipitation is another commonly used preparation method for producing metal oxides
at relatively low temperatures.46, 47 In some cases, there is an additional thermal treatment at
high temperature for producing spinel oxides.19, 20, 48 Co-precipitation involves mixing of the
precursor metal salts to a high degree and the only concern in this method is the removal of
any impurities come from the precipitating agents.38 For example, NaOH often contains trace
of Fe. Metallic salt solutions precipitated with alkaline (such as NaOH, NH4OH and etc.)
and metal hydroxides are observed to precipitate from metal salts (nitrates).38 Metallic salt
solutions may be added as dropwise to alkaline solution under vigorous stirring conditions
or vice versa. In addition, metallic salt solutions and alkaline solution can be also added into
a buffer solution with an adjusted pH.38
In this chapter, MnCo2O4 samples (the composition of Mn:Co (1:2) shows the highest ORR
and OER activity as shown in Chapter 4), produced via thermal decomposition, coprecipitation and hydrothermal methods with varying conditions, are discussed. The
physicochemical properties of each catalyst were determined. The mechanism of oxygen
reduction, hydrogen peroxide formation and material stability at each MnCo2O4 are
compared.
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As already discussed in previous chapters, the conductivity, dispersion of nanoparticles and
the electrochemical activity of metal oxides are significantly increased by adding carbon or
carbon based materials to metal oxides.49, 50 In addition, even though carbon addition into
the catalyst preparation results in 4 – 20 times larger surface area than catalyst without
carbon, all carbon materials show ORR activity (2e- reduction) in alkaline media and this
can mislead studies of the oxygen reduction pathway at such materials.39, 49, 51, 52 Therefore,
there is no addition of carbon or carbon based materials in all catalyst preparations in this
chapter.

5.2.

Experimental

5.2.1. MnCo2O4 Synthesis via Thermal Decomposition
This sample is the same MnCo2O4 sample as shown in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2.3).
This sample will be called MCO – TD for convenience.
5.2.2. MnCo2O4 Synthesis via Hydrothermal Method
1.9101 g Co(NO3)2.6H2O, 0.8414 g Mn(NO3)2.4H2O and 4.028 g NaOH were
dissolved in a mixture of deionised H2O (40 cm3) and diethylene glycol (40 cm3). The
resulting solution was then stirred for 2 hours at room temperature prior to being placed into
a 120 cm3 Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave, sealed and maintained at 200 oC for 20
hours in an electric furnace with 8 oC/min ramping speed. The stainless steel autoclave was
cooled down to room temperature and the top (liquid part) of the mixture was removed. The
residue was first mixed with ethanol and the mixture was centrifuged to collect the product.
This process was repeated two times with ethanol. After this step, the product was mixed
with deionised water and the same process was repeated with deionised water to wash the
product. The residue was then dried in an electric furnace at 80 oC for 2 hours. The dark
green product was then divided into three parts:


The first part was stored without any further thermal treatment and this sample will
be called as MCO – No Calcination.



The second part was calcined at 600 oC for 12 hours under air flow with a heat rate
of 8 oC/min in a tubular furnace. The resulting black solid was ground and then sieved
through a 53 µm sieve. This sample will be called as MCO – Air – HT.
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The third part was calcined at 600 oC for 12 hours under argon flow with a heat rate
of 8 oC/min in a tubular furnace. The resulting black solid was ground and then sieved
through a 53 µm. This sample will be called as MCO – Ar – HT.

5.2.3. MnCo2O4 Synthesis via Co – Precipitation
This sample is the same MnCo2O4 sample as shown in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.1.3).
This sample will be called as MCO – CP.
5.2.4. Electrode Coating
Ink preparation and electrode coating are as described in Chapter 2, section 2.4.6.
All current densities are based on geometric area of the vitreous carbon disc.

5.3.

Physical Characterization
The results from XRD, BET, SEM, TEM and XANES techniques used for the

physical characterization of MnCo2O4 samples prepared via different synthesis methods
(thermal decomposition, hydrothermal method and co-precipitation) and under different
conditions within the hydrothermal method will be shown in this section.
5.3.1. XRD
5.3.1.1.

XRD of MnCo2O4 Samples Synthesised Under Different Conditions
Figure 5.1 shows the powder XRD patterns of MCO – No calcination,

MCO – Air – HT and MCO – Ar – HT. As shown, MCO – No calcination does not have a
spinel structure. This sample had no further temperature treatment and the XRD shows
impurities, which might be coming from undecomposed nitrates in the composition. Some
studies9,

11, 13, 43

have produced spinel MnCo2O4 without further temperature treatment

although the crystallinity of materials was low and the XRD patterns reported have large
noisy backgrounds. On the other hand, other reports15,

44

produced MnCo2O4 via

hydrothermal method and post temperature treatment. XRD powder pattern of
MCO – Ar – HT shows a pattern close to the spinel structure, but there are additional peaks
(shown with asterisks) and the absence of some peaks from spinel pattern, suggesting that
MCO – Ar – HT does not have a pure spinel structure. As mentioned in preparation section,
this sample was calcined under argon flow at 600 oC for 12 hours, therefore we propose
oxygen deficiency in the lattice due to lack of oxygen in the calcination process. This point
can be proved by looking at XRD powder pattern of MCO – Air – HT, synthesised under air
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flow at 600 oC for 12 hours and indeed MCO – Air – HT does have a spinel pattern for cubic
phase MnCo2O4 with a good quality of material crystallinity.
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Figure 5.1. XRD patterns of MnCo2O4 samples synthesised under different conditions
within hydrothermal method: MCO – No Calcination (black), MCO – Air – HT (red) and
MCO – Ar – HT (blue).

5.3.1.2.

XRD of MnCo2O4 Samples Synthesised with Different Methods
Figure 5.2 shows XRD powder patterns of MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and

MCO – CP. All three have spinel structures. While MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP possess
single phase spinel structures, MCO – TD has more than a single phase. With MCO – TD,
peaks are much broader and the intensity of peaks are lower. The highest crystallinity was
observed with MCO – Air – HT. It is also worth noting that peak positions are not exactly
on the same 2θ positions for all samples.
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Figure 5.2. XRD patterns of MnCo2O4 samples synthesised with three different methods;
thermal decomposition (MCO – TD), hydrothermal method (MCO – Air – HT) and coprecipitation (MCO – CP).

Rietveld analysis was carried out and the XRD patterns indexed on the basis of cubic space
group Fd-3mz (ICSD collection code: 201314). Figure 5.3 shows the measured diffraction
patterns, which fit well with calculated/Rietveld refinement fits, proving the spinel structure.
The summary of Rietveld analysis is present in Table 5.1, and it shows that the smallest
lattice constant was observed with MCO – TD (a = 8.1949), while the largest was obtained
with MCO – Air – HT (a = 8.2419). The cell volume per formula units also agree with the
order of lattice constants.
It is important to note that fit statistics from the XRD refinement shows that Mn ions prefer
to occupy tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites in the spinels as previously observed
in Chapter 4.
Average crystallite sizes were calculated using a variation of the Scherrer equation (see
Equation 4.1 in Chapter 4) and the smallest crystallite size (27.1 nm) was obtained with
sample (MCO – CP) prepared via co-precipitation method while the largest value was
obtained for sample (MCO – TD) prepared via thermal decomposition.
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Figure 5.3. XRD patterns of MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP. Black crosses:
observed intensities; Red line: Rietveld refinement fit; Green line: background fit; Blue line:
difference between observed and fitted pattern. Pink line: cubic phase MnCo2O4 peaks.
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Catalyst

Space

Lattice Constant

Volume per formula

Average crystallite

Group

a=b=c (Å)

unit / (Å3)

size / nm

Χ2

Fitted wRp / %

Lx

(Cubic = V/8)
MCO – TD

Fd-3mz

8.195 (2)

68.8(2)

87

2.396

4.70

9.17

MCO – Air – HT

Fd-3mz

8.2419 (7)

69.98(9)

67

1.632

4.31

11.87

MCO – CP

Fd-3mz

8.2026(9)

68.99(10)

27.1

1.216

3.58

29.36

Table 5.1. The summary of Rietveld analysis of MnCo2O4 samples prepared by three different preparation methods. The value of fitted wRp was
kept ˂ 10% in order to do make a fit to be considered acceptable. ICSD collection code for MnCo2O4 samples is 201314. The values in the
parentheses for volume per formula unit and lattice constants are standard deviations.
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5.3.2. BET
Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) surface area measurements were carried out and
the results for the hydrothermal method samples as well as thermal decomposition and
co - precipitation are presented in Table 5.2. As shown, the sample with no further thermal
treatment (MCO – No Calcination) possesses the highest surface area (43.2 m2 g-1) amongst
samples produced via hydrothermal method. With post temperature treatment at o600 C for
12 hours under air and argon flows, MnCo2O4 samples have smaller surface areas as
expected since increasing calcination temperature decreases the surface area of materials.23,
26

Catalyst

BET Surface
2

area (m /g)

Average
Aggregate

Max Pore Volume
o

at P/P (0.154 )

Median Pore
Width (nm)

3

Diameter (nm)

(cm /g)

MCO – No Calcination

43.2

138

0.0182

1.35

MCO – Ar – HT

9.5

635

0.0031

1.33

MCO – Air – HT

19.0

317

0.0074

1.23

MCO – TD

28.3

212

0.0112

1.20

MCO – CP

49

123

0.0195

1.18

Table 5.2. BET surface area measurements of MnCo2O4 samples (MCO – No Calcination,
MCO – Ar – HT and MCO – Air – HT) synthesised via hydrothermal method but under
different conditions as well as thermal decomposition (MCO – TD) and co - precipitation
(MCO – CP).

5.3.3. SEM
Figure 5.4 presents SEM images of MCO – No Calcination, MCO – Air – HT and
MCO – Ar – HT samples. All three samples have an amorphous morphology and comprise
irregular particles.
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MCO – No Calcination

MCO – Air – HT

MCO – Ar – HT

Figure 5.4. SEM images of MnCo2O4 samples; MCO – No Calcination (top left),
MCO – Air – HT (top right) and MCO – Ar – HT (bottom). Scale bar: 10 µm.

5.3.4. TEM
The TEM images of MnCo2O4 samples are presented in Figure 5.5. The crystallinity
of MCO – No Calcination is low compared to MCO – Ar – HT and MCO – Air – HT due to
the lack of temperature treatment. In contrast, MCO – Ar – HT and MCO – Air – HT have
much higher crystallinity and they also show the mixture of cubic and hexagonal shapes
particles. These two samples show that there is not a big difference in terms of particle shapes
except the size of particles with MCO – Ar – HT having larger sized particles.
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MCO – No Calcination

MCO – Ar – HT

MCO – Air – HT

MCO – TD

MCO – CP

Figure 5.5. TEM images of MnCo2O4 samples synthesised via hydrothermal method within
different preparation conditions (MCO – No Calcination, MCO – Ar – HT and
MCO – Air – HT) as well as thermal decomposition (MCO – TD) and co - precipitation
(MCO – CP). Scale bar: 100nm.
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TEM images of MCO – TD and MCO – CP reveal that materials show somewhat similar
size and shape particles, however, MCO – CP has smaller size particles compared to
MCO – TD. In contrast, MCO – Air – HT shows material with much larger particle size
compared to other two (MCO – TD and MCO – CP). It is also worth mentioning that TEM
images of MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP are consistent with BET and XRD
results.
5.3.5. Ex situ XANES
Synchrotron X-ray absorption analysis has been carried out to determine the
oxidation states of Co and Mn as well as identifying/comparing the cationic distribution of
MnCo2O4 samples produced via three different preparation methods.53, 54
5.3.5.1.

Co Edge
Figure 5.6 illustrates Co K-edge X – Ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES)

patterns of all three spinels as well as reference Co oxides.

MCO - TD
MCO - Air - HT
MCO - CP
Ref. CoO
Ref. Co3O4

1.6
1.4

Ref. LiCoO2

1.0
0.8

0.60

0.6

0.55

Normalised x / E

Normalised x / E

1.2

0.4
0.2

0.50

0.45

0.0
0.40
7708

-0.2
7700

7709

7710

7711

7712

7713

7714

7715

Photon Energy / eV

7720

7740

7760

7780

7800

Photon Energy / eV

Figure 5.6. K-edge XANES patterns of Co in MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT, MCO – CP
and the reference oxides (CoO, Co3O4 and LiCoO2). Inset is shown for more clear difference
between patterns in the photon energy scale between 7708 and 7715 eV.
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Again, the edge spectra of standard cobalt oxides (CoO (+2), Co3O4 (+2.66), and LiCoO2
(+3)) were included for comparison purpose. The inset in the figure shows the difference
more clear between spinels and comparing three spinels with reference Co oxides. The
reference Co oxides were used to establish linear correlation between K-edge absorption
energies and Co oxidation states in three spinels as shown in Figure 5.7.53 The list of Co
oxidation states for three spinels and reference Co oxides and their corresponding K-edge
energies is reported in Table 5.3.

3.5

Co Oxidation State

3.0
2.5
2.0

Ref. CoO
Ref. Co3O4

1.5

Ref. LiCoO2
MCO - TD
MCO - Air - HT
MCO - CP

1.0
0.5
0.0
7709

7710

7711

7712

7713

7714

Photon Energy / eV

Figure 5.7. Fitted linear relationship between Co oxidation states in three spinels and the
photon energies. The plot was made from Figure 5.6 at 0.5 E, which is commonly selected
as half-way up the absorption edge.55 Linear fit is excluded Ref. Co3O4. The same result for
Ref. Co3O4 is shown by Li et al.53 Data points for MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and
MCO – CP samples were placed onto the calibration line.

According to Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3, the mean Co valence values are around 2.35 for all
three spinels confirming that adding Mn ions take place in Co+3 in three spinels. As
previously mentioned in Chapter 4, the mean oxidation state for the Co is ≈+2.35 instead
of the expected value of +2.5 and this might be coming from small impurity of CoO on the
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surface of the spinels or the surface oxidation state of the Co nanoparticles are different from
the bulk.

Catalyst

Energy / eV (±0.1)

Oxidation state (±0.023)

Ref. CoO

7709.2

2

Ref. Co3O4

7711.1

2.66

Ref. LiCoO2

7713.5

3

MCO - TD

7710.7

2.36

MCO - Air - HT

7710.6

2.34

MCO - CP

7710.7

2.35

Table 5.3. List of the mean Co oxidation states in reference oxides and three spinels, and
their corresponding K-edge energies (eV).

By comparing the mean Co valence for three spinels, the difference in the mean Co valence
is small, which shows that the preparation methods have a small effect on the oxidation states
of Co in the spinel MnCo2O4 samples.
5.3.5.2.

Mn Edge
Mn K-edge XANES patterns of three spinels and Mn oxide references are shown in

Figure 5.8.
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MCO - TD
MCO - Air - HT
MCO - CP
Ref. MnO
Ref. Mn2O3

2.4
2.2
2.0

Ref. MnO2

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

0.60

0.6

Normalised x / E

Normalised x / E

1.8

0.4
0.2
0.0

0.55

0.50

0.45

-0.2
0.40

-0.4

6544

6546

6548

6550

6552

6554

Photon Energy / eV

6540

6550

6560

6570

6580

6590

6600

Photon Energy / eV

Figure 5.8. K-edge XANES patterns of Mn in MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT, MCO – CP
and the reference oxides (MnO, Mn2O3 and MnO2). Inset is shown for more clear difference
between patterns in the photon energy scale between 6543 and 6554 eV.

The absorption energy difference may be seen more obvious in the inset in the figure. Again,
the mean Mn oxidation state for each spinel can be found using the Mn oxide references to
establish the linear correlation between K-edge absorption energy and the oxide valence.53,
56

Table 5.4 reports the mean oxidation states for all three spinels and Mn oxide references

and corresponding Mn K-edge adsorption energies. Figure 5.9 and Table 5.4 show that Mn
oxidation states for all three spinels are between 3 and 4, suggesting that Co+3 ions in the
spinel are substituted by Mn+3 ions. The mean Mn oxidation states are varied from 3.35 to
3.43 for MnCo2O4 samples. The reason of the mean values of Mn oxidation states is larger
than 3 is implying the existence of Mn+4. As this was already pointed out in XPS results in
Chapter 4, the existence of Mn+4 might be coming from the slight excess of Mn on the
surface of the samples, which could form MnO2 in contact with air. Mn edge XANES results
are complimentary results with Co-edge XANES. Both results show that Mn+3 ions
substitute Co+3 in the spinels.
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4.5
4.0

Mn Oxidation State

3.5
3.0
2.5

Ref. MnO
Ref. Mn2O3

2.0

Ref. MnO2
1.5

MCO - TD
MCO - Air - HT
MCO - CP

1.0
0.5
0.0
6544

6546

6548

6550

6552

6554

Photon Energy / eV

Figure 5.9. Fitted linear relationship between Mn oxidation states in three spinels and the
corresponding photon energies. The plot was made from Figure 5.8 at 0.5 E (half-way up
the absorption edge). Data points for MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP samples
were placed onto the calibration line.

Catalyst

Energy / eV (±0.1)

Oxidation state (±0.025)

Ref. MnO

6544.7

2

Ref. Mn2O3

6549.2

3

Ref. MnO2

6552.5

4

MCO - TD

6550.2

3.36

MCO - Air - HT

6550.3

3.38

MCO - CP

6550.5

3.43

Table 5.4. List of the mean Mn oxidation states in reference oxides and three spinels, and
their corresponding K-edge energies (eV).

As shown in Table 5.4, the mean Mn oxidation states for all three spinels are varied with
different preparation methods, however, the main fact is that the difference is so small,
therefore it can be said that the effect of preparation methods is very slight on the oxidation
state of Mn and Co in three spinels.
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5.4.

Electrochemical Characterization
This section will report the electrochemical studies, carried out on MnCo2O4 samples

synthesised under different conditions in hydrothermal method as well as via three different
preparation methods (thermal decomposition, hydrothermal, and co-precipitation), in
alkaline media. Electrochemical studies were carried out under similar conditions in order
to make a reasonable comparison between materials.
5.4.1. Cyclic Voltammetry and Oxidation states
Figure 5.10 presents cyclic voltammograms of MCO – No Calcination,
MCO – Air – HT and MCO – Ar – HT in 1 M KOH at 25 oC with 20 mV s-1 potential scan
rate.

0.25

MCO - No Calcination
MCO - Air - HT
MCO - Ar - HT

0.20

j / mA cm-2

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
-0.05
-0.10
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

E vs. Hg/HgO / V

Figure 5.10. Cyclic voltammograms of MnCo2O4 samples; MCO – No Calcination (black),
MCO – Air – HT (red) and MCO – Ar – HT (blue) in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC;
Potential scan rate: 20 mV s-1.

Unlike some other spinels (such as Co3O4, NiCo2O4), no substantial peaks consistent with a
change in metal oxidation state are visible in the potential range 0.2 to + 0.6 V. CV of
MCO – Ar – HT shows that there is charging effect, which is expected for a high surface
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area sample. More charging effect is observed at CV of MCO – Air – HT due to the larger
surface area of MCO – Air – HT than MCO – Ar – HT. There are also two important points
to be highlighted in the potential ranges of 0.05 – 0.15 V and 0.4 – 0.6 V:
I)

While there are no obvious oxidation and reduction peaks between 0.4 and
0.6 V at all three samples, there are broad oxidation and reduction peaks in
the CV for MCO – No Calcination, which is most likely from mixed
hydroxide (not from spinel MnCo2O4). As shown in the XRD data (see
Figure 5.1), MCO – No Calcination sample does not have spinel structure. A
review42 shows that hydrated metal ions turn into metal hydroxide and then
metal hydroxides convert to metal oxides through dehydration. Therefore, it
may be said that MCO – No Calcination sample needs dehydration (post heat
treatment) to form spinel MnCo2O4.

II)

In the potential range of 0.05 and 0.15 V (see Figure 5.10), only the CV of
MCO – Air – HT shows oxidation and reduction peaks. As already
mentioned in Chapter 4, the charge associated with these peaks (≈ 30 µC
cm-2) is much less than a monolayer oxidation/reduction charge on a smooth
surface (≈ 150 µC cm-2). Therefore, they are not associated with conversion
of ions in the bulk structure. These peaks might be from any impurity or iron
contamination on the surface of the materials.

Figure 5.11 shows cyclic voltammograms of the three MnCo2O4 spinel samples
(MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP) under the conditions of 1 M KOH at 25 oC
with 20 mV s-1 potential scan rate.
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Figure 5.11. Cyclic voltammograms of MnCo2O4 spinel samples prepared with three
different methods; MCO – TD (black), MCO – Air – HT (red) and MCO – CP (blue) in1 M
KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 20 mv s-1.

Again, there are oxidation and reduction peaks for some samples between 0.05 and 0.15 V
in Figure 5.11. While these oxidation/reduction peaks are observed at MCO – Air – HT and
MCO – CP, there is no peak observed at MCO – TD. As previously mentioned in Chapter 4,
these peaks could be associated with an iron couple on the surface of these materials. It may
be worth pointing out that NaOH (<20 ppm Fe) and NH4OH (<1 ppm Fe) were used in the
preparations of MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP, respectively. Therefore, the peaks
intensities are in accordance with the possibility of Fe collecting at the spinel surfaces. In
contrast, MCO – TD is prepared without chemicals containing Fe impurities.
5.4.2. Oxygen Reduction
Oxygen reduction behaviours at MCO – No Calcination, MCO – Air – HT and
MCO – Ar – HT samples were investigated under similar conditions and the results are
presented in Figure 5.12. As shown, the highest activity and lowest onset potential for
oxygen reduction was observed with MCO – Air – HT. In contrast, oxygen reduction activity
at MCO – Ar – HT shows less activity, which is most likely from less pure spinel structure
of this material (see Figure 5.1). Probably the most surprising result from Figure 5.12 is the
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ORR activity at MCO – No Calcination sample since this is a high ORR activity to obtain
from a most likely mixed hydroxide catalyst.

0.0
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Figure 5.12. ORR voltammograms of MnCo2O4 samples; MCO – No Calcination (black),
MCO – Air – HT (red) and MCO – Ar – HT (blue) in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature:
25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1; Rotation rate: 400 RPM.

Since the best ORR activity was obtained with MCO – Air – HT sample, it was chosen as
the sample prepared via hydrothermal method to compare with other two samples
(MCO – TD and MCO – CP) prepared via different preparation methods.
The comparison of oxygen reduction activities at MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and
MCO – CP under similar conditions is shown in Figure 5.13. Pt black and carbon powder
were also included as reference electrodes in order to make an assessment for the ORR
activities of spinels with reference materials.
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Figure 5.13. ORR voltammograms of MnCo2O4 samples, produced via three different
preparation methods: MCO – TD (black), MCO – Air – HT (red), MCO – CP (blue), Pt black
(pink) and Carbon powder (XC – 72R) (green) in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature:
25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1; Rotation rate: 400 RPM.

After Pt black, MCO – CP shows the highest catalytic activity and lowest onset potential
compared to MCO – TD and MCO – Air – HT (see Table 5.5 for more precise results
(E - 0.1 mA cm-2 and jL -0.4 V)). On the other hand, the lowest activity and largest onset potential
were observed at MCO – TD amongst spinels. The results in Figure 5.13 are in agreement
with the physical characterisation results. The highest surface area (49 m2 g-1) and the
smallest average particle size (123 nm) were observed with MCO – CP. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the highest ORR activity was observed at MCO – CP. However, the ORR
activity at MCO – TD is smaller than MCO – Air – HT even though MCO – TD has larger
surface area (28.3 m2 g-1) than MCO – Air – HT (19 m2 g-1). In general, the larger surface
area catalyst shows higher catalytic activity. However, there are some other variables (such
as phase, crystallinity etc.), which also effect the overall performance of catalyst. This
unusual behaviour most likely comes from the phase and crystallinity of materials. As shown
in Figure 5.2, MCO – TD contains more than a single phase while MCO – Air – HT sample
shows one single phase and much better crystallinity than MCO – TD. Therefore, the better
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electrochemical activity at MCO – Air – HT may come from its single phase and much better
crystallinity even though it possesses smaller surface area than MCO – TD.
Further investigation is required to compare oxygen reduction kinetics and reduction
pathways at these materials. Therefore, rotation rate dependency experiments were carried
out and Koutecky – Levich (K – L) plots were produced from the limiting current region to
get further insight into the ORR kinetics and reduction pathways (2e- or 4e-).
As also shown in Chapter 4, the reduction wave (see Figure 5.13) can be investigated in
two potential regions: a) the foot of wave (- 0.1 V vs Hg/HgO) and b) the plateau region
(- 0.4 V vs Hg/HgO).
5.4.2.1.

Foot of Wave
As in Chapter 4, there is a potential dependency in this region and an electron

transfer reaction must be the rate determining step. The current densities at three samples
prepared via different synthesis methods in this potential region (-0.1 V) are as follows;
MCO – TD: -0.11, MCO – Air – HT: -0.19 and MCO – CP: -0.35 mA cm-2. According to
these results, MnCo2O4 sample produced via co-precipitation method shows more than three
times larger electrochemical activity compared to the sample prepared via thermal
decomposition. The difference between electrochemical activities are due to different
crystallinity, phase, the specific surface area and particle size.
5.4.2.2.

Plateau Region
The rotation rate dependency of voltammograms of the spinel coated electrodes were

further investigated and Figure 5.14 presents the ORR voltammograms with different
rotation rates. For all three spinels, well-formed reduction waves were obtained at different
rotation rates. The value of limiting currents at each different rotation rates for three spinels
also show that the highest catalytic activity was observed with MCO – CP (see Figure 5.14).
The rate determining step in plateau region can be either mass transport or a chemical step.
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Figure 5.14. ORR voltammograms of MnCo2O4 samples; MCO – TD (top), MCO – Air –
HT (middle), MCO – CP (bottom) in O2 saturated 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential
scan rate: 5 mV s-1. KOH was purged with O2 for ≈ 8 min prior to each measurement.
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Figure 5.14 shows that there is an obvious increase in the limiting current densities at three
spinels with increased rotation rates. However, the oxygen reduction is not totally mass
transport limited because the limiting current densities versus the square root of rotation rates
(Levich Plots, not shown) are obviously not linear passing through the origin. This reveals
that the oxygen reduction is limited to a certain extent by a chemical step for all three spinels.
Therefore, further analysis was carried out using Koutecky – Levich (K – L) equation (see
Equation 3.1, in Chapter 3) to show/compare the number of transferred electrons (n) per
oxygen molecule from K – L slopes and the rate of chemical steps from the intercepts at
three spinels. Figure 5.15 presents K – L plots plotting 1/jL vs 1/ω1/2 for the three spinels as
well as carbon powder and Pt black, which are for comparison purposes. The K – L slopes
and intercepts are reported in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.15. Koutecky-Levich plots for O2 reduction in 1 M KOH with MnCo2O4 samples
(MCO – TD, MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP), Pt black and carbon powder. Data taken at
- 500 mV vs Hg/HgO from Figure 5.14. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5mV s-1.
The fitting for all samples are first 3 points (100, 400 and 900 RPM).

The linear fit passes through first three points (100, 400 and 900 rpm) for all three samples,
but it is clear that there is a deviation at higher rotation rates (1600 and 2500 rpm, smaller
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1/ω1/2) for each sample. K – L plots of Pt black and carbon were also included in this chapter
in order to compare the K – L slopes and intercepts of spinels with Pt black and Carbon
powder since oxygen is reduced via 4e- reduction pathway at Pt while it is 2e- reduction
pathway on carbon as already mentioned in previous chapters. The intercepts and slopes of
the plots are reported in Table 5.5.
1) Slopes of K – L plots for three spinels are similar to that of Pt black. The oxygen
reduction follows 4e- reduction process at all three samples. Amongst the spinels,
MCO – CP shows the same slope with Pt black while there are some deviation
observed with other two samples. K – L slope of carbon powder is almost two fold
bigger than the one for Pt. Indeed, K – L slope of carbon powder smaller than
expected shows that there is some 4e- reduction at carbon. This will be also pointed
out in section 5.4.4.
2) Intercepts are correlated to rates of chemical step (see Equation 3.1 in Chapter 3)
and according to results in Table 5.5, the highest intercept was observed at
MCO – TD, while the smallest value was shown at MCO – CP amongst the spinels.
The smallest intercept means the highest rate of chemical step. Therefore, the highest
rate of chemical step was observed at MCO – CP, confirming the highest activity of
MCO – CP.

Catalyst

E (-0.1 mA cm-2)
vs Hg/HgO /

jL

(-0.4V)/
-2

mA cm

mV

Koutecky – Levich

% H2O2*

napp/

Slope/ mA-1

Intercept/

Apparent

cm2 rpm-1/2

mA-1 cm2

electron
number*

MCO – TD

- 98

-1.1 (± 0.1)

-11.9 (±0.2)

-0.29 (±0.02)

34.6 (±1.7)

3.31

MCO – Air – HT

- 73

-1.3 (± 0.1)

-9.9 (±0.2)

-0.25 (±0.02)

25.4 (±1.3)

3.49

MCO – CP

- 49

-1.4 (± 0.1)

-11 (±0.1)

-0.16 (±0.01)

15.8 (±0.8)

3.68

Pt Black

+ 50

-1.6 (± 0.1)

-11 (±0.1)

-0.06 (±0.01)

˂1

-

Carbon powder

- 137

-0.9 (± 0.1)

-17 (±0.3)

-0.16 (±0.02)

59.5 (±3.0)

2.81

Table 5.5. Comparison of catalyst materials with Pt black and Carbon powder (XC – 72R)
RDE and RRDE data. O2 saturated 1 M KOH; Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate:
5 mV s-1; Rotation rate: 400 RPM. *Data were collected at 400 rpm where potential was
– 0.5 V. Slopes and intercepts for all materials shown in the table are only from first three
points, corresponding to rotation rates of 100, 400 and 900 RPM.
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The apparent number of transferred electron (napp), which measures the deviation from mass
transport controlled 4e-/2e- reduction and the hydrogen peroxide formation percentages at
materials will be investigated from RRDE data in section 5.4.4.
5.4.3. Oxygen Evolution
Figure 5.16 present OER voltammograms at the three spinels, Pt black and bare GC
in 1 M KOH at room temperature with 5 mV s-1 potential scan rate. The three spinels show
catalytic activity towards OER, which make all spinels possible bifunctional catalysts. The
lowest OER activity and largest onset potential were observed at MCO – TD while the
highest activity and lowest onset potential were shown at MCO – CP. Again results from
OER also show that MnCo2O4 synthesised via co-precipitation presents superior catalytic
activity for ORR and OER compared to the other synthesis methods. The superior OER
activity of MnCo2O4 produced via co-precipitation (MCO – CP) than Pt and comparable
ORR activity of MCO – CP with Pt black make this sample a highly active non-noble
bifunctional catalyst.
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Figure 5.16. OER voltammograms of MnCo2O4 samples, produced with three different
methods: MCO – TD (black), MCO – Air – HT (red), MCO – CP (blue), Pt black (pink) and
bare GC (green) in 1 M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.
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Several papers have reported activity for OER at MCO materials but the conclusions differ,
suggesting the different preparations have produced significantly different materials.
5.4.4. Hydrogen Peroxide Formation as an Intermediate Product
Rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) studies were carried out using the three
MnCo2O4 samples. The glassy carbon (GC) disc electrode was scanned from 0.2 V to -0.5 V
vs Hg/HgO, while the potential of Pt ring was held at 0.2 V vs Hg/HgO, where the H2O2
oxidation is mass transport controlled.26, 48, 57 Figure 5.17 shows the responses of the ORR
at the disc and H2O2 oxidation at Pt ring under similar conditions for three spinels. The
hydrogen peroxide formation percentages (H2O2 %) at these samples as well as Pt black and
carbon powder were calculated using Equation 4.2 in Chapter 4 and reported in Table 5.5.
Hydrogen peroxide formation was observed at all three spinels, however, H2O2 % at each
material are quite different. MCO – TD shows the highest H2O2 formation ratio (34.6 %),
while MCO – Air – HT and MCO – CP shows much smaller percentages, 25.4 % and 15.8 %,
respectively.
As mentioned in previous chapters, the uncovered GC electrode surface was observed from
SEM images of GC electrode edges (see Figure A2.1 in Appendix) and the uncovered GC
electrode area was calculated as -6.4 % (see Chapter 2) and this uncovered GC electrode
area added some hydrogen peroxide to the final percentages reported in Table 5.5. Hydrogen
peroxide percentages at Pt black (support 4e- reduction) and carbon powder (support 2ereduction) are also reported in Table 5.5.
The number of apparent electron (napp) transferred per oxygen molecule was calculated for
each spinel using Equation 4.3 in Chapter 4 and reported in Table 5.5. These results are
also consistent with previous electrochemical results. As already shown in section 5.4.2.2,
the rate of chemical step was the smallest at MCO – TD since the intercept was the highest
at this material (see Table 5.5). Therefore, the smaller the rate of chemical step is the larger
deviation from 4e- reduction. These results (from napp values at three spinels) also confirm
that MnCo2O4 produced via co-precipitation is the most favourable catalyst for the ORR.
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Figure 5.17. Disc and ring responses for O2 reduction at MnCo2O4 samples; MCO – TD
(top), MCO – Air – HT (middle) and MCO – CP (bottom) coated glassy carbon discs in O2
saturated 1 M KOH. The potential of the disc is scanned while the Pt ring is held at + 200 mV
vs Hg/HgO. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1. N: 0.37.
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As mentioned in section 5.4.2.2 that the K – L slope of carbon powder was smaller than
expected, which was showing that oxygen reduction is not pure 2e- reduction at carbon
powder. napp for carbon powder is 2.81 (see Table 5.5) and this also confirms that napp is
larger than expected value for carbon powder, which also indicates that some 4e- reduction
is involved at carbon powder even though the oxygen is mainly reduced via 2e-.
5.4.5. Hydrogen Peroxide Oxidation and Reduction
To investigate the reduction of H2O2 at the three spinels and Pt black, the
voltammograms for 10 mM H2O2 in 1 M KOH purged with N2 at room temperature are
reported in Figure 5.18. The limiting currents for oxidation and reduction at Pt black are
equal to each other (as expected since both H2O2 oxidation to oxygen and reduction to
hydroxide are rapid and involve 2e-) and they are much larger than the oxidation and
reduction limiting currents obtained at the three spinels, confirming that there is a strong
kinetic limitation at these materials.
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Figure 5.18. Voltammograms for the reduction and oxidation of ≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged
1 M KOH at MCO – TD (black), MCO – Air – HT (red) and MCO – CP (blue) and Pt black
(pink) coated glassy carbon at 400 RPM. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1.
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Figure 5.19. Rotation rate dependence of the voltammograms for the reduction and
oxidation of 10 mM H2O2 in N2 purged 1 M KOH at MCO – TD (top), MCO – Air – HT
(middle) and MCO – CP (bottom) coated glassy carbon. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan
rate: 5 mV s-1. Electrolyte was purged with N2 (≈ 5 min) before each measurement.
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The rotation rate dependency of voltammograms for 10 mM H2O2 under similar conditions
at the three spinels was also reported and shown in Figure 5.19. The limiting currents are
almost independent of rotation rates for the three materials. These results also confirm that
the reduction of hydrogen peroxide is not a rapid reaction. Therefore, it is certain that 2x2emechanism for 4e- reduction is not happening at these materials. The number of apparent
electrons for ORR at the spinels (see Table 5.5) show that direct 4e- reduction is the case for
all three spinels even though there is a chemical step limitation, which varies for each spinel,
as already mentioned (see 5.4.2.2).
5.4.6. Stability
Besides testing the electrocatalytic activities of the three spinels, the stability of
activity was evaluated by chronoamperometric measurements since stability/durability is an
important parameter for qualification of the performance of catalysts.20 Figure 5.20 shows
the chronoamperometric responses recorded at a constant potential (-0.5 V) in O2 saturated
1 M KOH at 900 RPM for 12 hours at the three spinels.
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Figure 5.20. Chronoamperometric responses of MCO – TD (black), MCO – Air – HT (red)
and MCO – CP (blue) were obtained where the potential was held at -0.5 V vs Hg/HgO.
Rotation rate: 900 RPM. 1 M KOH was saturated with O2 and then a continuous flow of O2
was used above the electrolyte in order to keep a constant O2 concentration. Duration of
measurements: 12 hours; Temperature: 25 oC.
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Catalyst

The current lost %

MCO – TD

44

MCO – Air – HT

51

MCO – CP

37

Table 5.6. The current lost percentages were reported from Figure 5.20.

As shown in Figure 5.20 and Table 5.6, each sample shows different electrochemical
stability under similar conditions. In general, these current losses are higher than expected
values even though the measurements were carried out for long time (12 hours). It is
important to note that the substantial decrease in the current densities is observed in the early
stage of measurements (see Figure 5.20). The initial fast current loss may be coming from
capacitive effects: a) double layer charge/discharge in the first few seconds and b) proton
insertion in the later minutes.58 In contrast, the long term losses are Faradaic and this may
be due to the decrease in specific area or the lose of active sites.58
In order to investigate further about the rapid losses in the activities at spinels, MCO – CP
was chosen to do the ORR characterisation before the stability test and using the same
electrode to do stability test and then again repeating the ORR measurement as a final stage.
Therefore, a voltammogram for ORR before and after the stability test can be compared to
have accurate information about the current lost, which is from the material itself or
capacitive effects.
Figure 5.21 presents ORR voltammograms before and after chronoamperometric
measurement at MCO – CP. As shown, the current density for ORR decreased from 1.4 to
1.2 mA cm-2 as well as a slight onset potential shift from positive to more negative potential
after the stability test. The current density lost at MCO – CP is around 14.3 % (the current
lost between before and after chronoamperometric measurements, see Figure 5.21),
compared to the result (37 %) that obtained via chronoamperometry in Figure 5.20. This
result proves that the dramatic decrease in the activities in the beginning of
chronoamperometric measurements are most likely from the capacitive effects. Indeed, the
current lost at MCO – CP (14.3 %) for 12 hours (43200 seconds) is smaller than the reported
result by Yang et al.59
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Figure 5.21. ORR voltammograms at MCO – CP coated electrode before and after
chronoamperometric measurement in O2 saturated 1M KOH. Temperature: 25 oC; Potential
scan rate: 5 mV s-1; Rotation rate: 400 RPM.

5.5.

Discussion
MnCo2O4 samples were synthesised via a hydrothermal method with differing

following calcination conditions. Physical characterization techniques show that use of only
the hydrothermal method is not enough to produce spinel type MnCo2O4. Subsequent heat
treatment is required under oxygen flow to produce single phase spinel MnCo2O4 with high
crystallinity. Without temperature treatment in hydrothermal method, materials have
impurities (these might be coming from undecomposed nitrates in the composition) and
amorphous morphology. In contrast, post temperature treatment (especially above 300 oC,
see TGA analysis in Chapter 4) under air flow allows nitrates to be decomposed in the
composition and therefore spinel type MnCo2O4 is synthesised. MnCo2O4 was synthesised
via hydrothermal method and post temperature treatment was applied under argon flow but
MnCo2O4 does not have spinel structure due to oxygen deficiency in the lattice.
Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) activities of MnCo2O4 samples produced via
hydrothermal method with different post-treatments show that the highest activity and lowest
onset potential were observed at MCO – Air – HT (MnCo2O4 synthesised via hydrothermal
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method and under air flow at 600 oC for 12 hours). A clean spinel structure certainly
enhances catalytic activity. Even so, a surprising catalytic activity was observed at
MCO – No Calcination (most likely mixed hydroxide catalyst).
The second and major part of this chapter has been reserved for synthesising spinel type
MnCo2O4 samples via three different methods (thermal decomposition, hydrothermal with
post temperature treatment and co-precipitation). According to the XRD results, the material
produced via thermal decomposition has more than one phase even though it shows a spinel
structure. In contrast, single phase spinel type MnCo2O4 samples with high crystallinities
were produced via hydrothermal with post temperature treatment (under air flow) and coprecipitation. The smallest particle size and the highest surface area material was synthesised
via co-precipitation method amongst the three preparation methods. As it has been also
mentioned in Chapter 4, fit statistics from the XRD refinement suggest that Mn ions occupy
in tetrahedral sites of the spinels since better fitting is observed when Mn ions occupy
tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites in the spinel.
Ex-situ XANES studies have shown the mean Co and Mn valence for three spinels are
around 2.35 and 3.40, respectively. According to these results, preparation methods have no
impact towards the position of Mn+3 in the spinels since Mn+3 ions substituted Co+3 in all
three spinels. XANES data are complementary and in a good agreement with XRD data by
allowing us to know the mean Co and Mn oxidation states, which improves the input for the
XRD refinement. According to XANES and XRD results, the cationic distribution for each
spinel could be proposed as [Mn+3]Th [Co+3 Co+2]Oh O4-2 (where manganese ions (+3) prefer
tetrahedral sites in all three spinels).
Electrochemical studies for the MnCo2O4 spinel samples show that the highest oxygen
reduction activity with lowest onset potential was obtained with MCO – CP while
MCO – TD shows the lowest activity. The ORR activity of MCO – CP is somewhat close to
Pt black with only ≈ 100 mV larger onset potential and slightly less current density in the
limiting current region. The ORR current densities at three spinels were compared at a
specific potential (-0.1 V) as follow; MCO – TD: -0.11, MCO – Air – HT: -0.19 and
MCO – CP: -0.35 mA cm-2. The differences in activity is attributed to the presence of
different phases, crystallinity, surface area and particle size, and it hasn't been possible to
isolate each effect. It is also worth to draw attention that the surface area of MCO – TD is
larger (28.3 m2 g-1) than MCO – Air – HT (19 m2 g-1) and therefore the catalytic activity of
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MCO – TD was expected to be larger than MCO – Air – HT since the larger surface area
material shows higher catalytic activity in general. However, other variables (such as phase,
crystallinity etc.) can also effect the overall performance of the material. MCO – Air – HT
has a single phase and much better crystallinity compared to MCO – TD (see Figure 5.2)
even though it has smaller surface area. Therefore, MCO – Air – HT performs better catalytic
activity than MCO – TD, which is most likely from its single phase and much better
crystallinity.
The mechanistic studies of oxygen reduction at a potential (-500 mV vs Hg/HgO) in the
plateau region of a voltammogram at three spinels verified that oxygen is reduced via 4ereduction with different degree of a chemical rate dependency. K – L plots show that the
slopes of all three spinels are similar to Pt black, confirming 4e- reduction. The intercepts of
three samples show the rate of a chemical step is different at each spinel. The smallest
intercept, which means more rapid chemistry, was observed at MCO – CP and the largest
intercept (the smallest rate of chemical step) was obtained at MCO – TD (see Table 5.5).
Oxygen evolution behaviours at three spinels, Pt black and bare GC were compared under
similar conditions and it reveals that the highest OER activity with lowest onset potential
was observed at MCO – CP even slightly better than Pt black. The lowest OER activity was
observed with MCO – TD confirming that different preparation method has different effects
on the OER activities as well.
RRDE studies showed that hydrogen peroxide (H2O2 %) formation is observed at each spinel
and the amount of hydrogen peroxide varies with the synthesis method. Again MCO – CP
shows superior activity compared to other two by producing H2O2 as an intermediate
product only 15.8 % while MCO – Air – HT and MCO – TD are 25.4 % and 34.6 %,
respectively. As previously mentioned, uncovered GC electrode area does also produce some
hydrogen peroxide and therefore aforementioned H2O2 percentages have already included
H2O2 formation from uncovered GC electrode since the oxygen reduction follows 2ereduction (H2O2 formation pathway) at GC electrode. The number of apparent electrons
(napp) transferred/O2 for each spinel shows that napp for MCO – CP is 3.68 while it is 3.49
and 3.31 for MCO – Air – HT and MCO – TD, respectively. These results also show that
oxygen reduction is 4e- at spinels, however, there are some deviations for each spinels and
the smaller rate of chemical step corresponds to a smaller napp.
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In order to ensure the oxygen reduction pathway (either direct 4e- or 2x2e- pathway (where
H2O2 is rapidly converted into hydroxide by a fast reduction kinetics on the surface of the
catalyst)) at spinels, the oxidation and reduction studies of 10 mM H2O2 in 1 M KOH at the
three spinels show that both oxidation and reduction are not mass transport controlled at
three materials and the current densities at spinels for both oxidation and reduction are much
lower compared to Pt black, confirming that there is a strong kinetic limitation. It can be said
that H2O2 reduction cannot be so rapid at these spinels and therefore 2x2e- mechanism is
ruled out. According to these data, oxygen is reduced via direct 4e- reduction at three spinels.
The stability of the activity of three spinels shows that MCO – CP has the lowest current lost
(14.3% for 12 hours) amongst spinels. The rapid losses in the activities at spinels in the
beginning of chronoamperometric measurements are most likely due to the capacitive
effects.
In conclusion, the comparison of three synthesising methods shows that co-precipitation
method is the most suitable preparation method in order to produce spinel MnCo2O4 with
larger surface area, smaller particle size, single phase, higher crystallinity as well as higher
electrochemical activity for both ORR and OER in alkaline media.
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Co3O4, NiCo2O4 and a series of Mn containing samples (MnxCo3-xO4, 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0))
with spinel structures were produced and these powdered materials are made of irregular
nano scale size particles. In addition, MnCo2O4 spinel samples were synthesized via different
preparation methods and conditions within a synthesis method. All nano-size spinel type
powder materials were characterised by a wide range of physical, spectroscopic and
electrochemical methods such as XRD, BET, Raman Spectroscopy, SEM-EDX, TEM, XPS,
TGA, XANES, RDE and RRDE.
Co3O4 is a p-type semiconductor and suffers from low electronic conductivity because of the
impossibility of electronic transfer between Co+2 and Co+3 in tetrahedral and octahedral sites,
respectively. It is a poor catalyst for both oxygen reduction and evolution. Its electronic
conductivity and also its electrochemical activity towards the ORR and OER can be
improved by incorporating metals such as Mn, Ni etc. in a mixed spinel. As shown in this
thesis, NiCo2O4 and Mn containing spinels show much enhanced activity. NiCo2O4 is shown
as the best bifunctional catalyst, however, cubic phase MnCo2O4 has the greatest the ORR
activity.
With Co3O4 and NiCo2O4, O2 reduction and evolution take place on surfaces with the
materials in different oxidation states. In contrast, CVs of Mn containing samples produce
no evidence for oxidation and reduction on surfaces of Mn doped Co3O4 samples. Oxygen
evolution takes place on species with higher oxidation states, which are most favourable for
the oxygen evolution process. Therefore, the poor oxygen evolution properties of Mn
containing spinels may be correlated with species at lower oxidation sates compared to
Ni/Co spinels.
Oxygen reduction properties of all spinels (Mn and Ni containing Co3O4) show that the
oxygen reduction at cathodes catalysed by NiCo2O4 and Mn containing spinels are
predominantly a 4e- reaction leading to water with early cleavage of the O – O bond in
reaction sequence. There are rate limitations observed at NiCo2O4 and all Mn containing
samples in some degree. These rate limitations are controlled by a chemical step, most likely
cleavage of the O – O on the surface of the spinels. In contrary, Co3O4 supports 2e- reduction
with much lower current density. The rate of the cleavage of the O – O and hence the 4ereduction is much slower and this leads to a significant contribution from a competing
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mechanism, initial electron transfer to the oxygen molecule; almost half the charge passed
leads to hydrogen peroxide formation.
In the series of MnxCo3-xO4, (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0) spinels, studies show the oxidation state of doped
Mn ions is +3 and they replace Co+3 ions in the spinel. Substituted Mn+3 ions occupy
tetrahedral sites rather than octahedral sites in the spinel. Therefore, based on XPS, XANES
and XRD fit statistics, the cationic distributions for five Mn containing spinels were
proposed. The proposed cationic distributions are not the same of those proposed by Crystal
Field Theory (CFT). Based on calculations from CFT, the crystal field stabilization energy
(CFSE) of MnCo2O4, to name but one example, is estimated as -3.53 Δo+2P, in which Mn+3
is in octahedral site while Co+2 and Co+3 are in tetrahedral and octahedral sites, respectively.
This CFSE (-3.53 Δo+2P) is slightly smaller than CFSE (-3.37 Δo+2P) for those where Mn+3
is in tetrahedral site and both Co+2 and Co+3 are in octahedral sites. It is important to note
that Δo values vary for the different ions, therefore, the cationic distributions proposed from
CFT based on CFSE values are not fully valid. Since the CFSE values are very close, these
deviations from the different values of Δo could be significant. A recent study by Chao Wei
at al.1 shows that MnCo2O4 spinels synthesised at different temperatures in which Mn
occupy at tetrahedral and octahedral sites (mainly octahedral site) in the spinel structure with
different Mn occupation ratio (%). Another recent study2 of spinel Mn0.3Co2.7O4 assumes
Mn+3 ions occupy octahedral site from only XPS data. Therefore, it is most likely right to
say that proposed cationic distributions for all Mn containing spinels (MnxCo3-xO4,
(0.0 ≤ x ≤ 2.0)) are clearly correct based on solid evidence from XRD fit statistics, ex-situ
XANES and XPS data. This may be considered the main novelty of this work presented in
this thesis.
With increase of Mn content in the spinel Co3O4, the phase transformation (from cubic to
tetragonal) was clearly shown by XRD and Raman. Studies confirm that cubic phase show
much better catalytic activity than tetragonal phase. Amongst Mn containing spinels, cubic
phase MnCo2O4 (x = 1.0) is the most active ORR catalyst in alkaline media.
Based on all electrochemical data, ternary Ni or Mn based cobalt oxides posses much
superior catalytic activity than binary Co3O4. This increase in the catalytic activities for
ORR/OER at ternary Ni or Mn based oxides is not only correlated with the change in the
oxidation states or Mn and Ni ions at the material surfaces, but also with the difference in
surface area, particle size, roughness of the material, electrical conductivity, different
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crystallinity, different O2 bonding properties, phase, the exposure of more active sites to the
electrolyte, etc. A recent study by Wenqiao Song at al.3 about Ni and Mn doped Co3O4 shows
that CV peaks associated with Co+2 in the spinel structures were weakened by incorporating
Mn and Ni. This was supported by their XPS data that Co+2 population at the material surface
was decreased after Mn and Ni incorporation to Co3O4. They are highlighting that the
increase in the ORR activities is not only correlated with the change of ions on the surface
but also other structural parameters such as surface area, and oxygen deficiency.
The effect of preparation conditions within hydrothermal method for synthesising spinel
MnCo2O4 samples show that only hydrothermal method is not enough to produce “spinel
type” MnCo2O4. There must be post high temperature treatment under air flow in order to
produce single phase spinel MnCo2O4 with high crystallinity. The comparison of the
electrochemical activities show that a clear spinel structure with a high crystallinity enhances
catalytic activity.
Different preparation methods (thermal decomposition, co-precipitation and a hydrothermal
method) give nanoparticle size spinels with different particle size, surface area, crystallinity,
stability and electrochemical activity. The comparison of three preparation methods suggests
that spinel MnCo2O4 should be synthesised via co-precipitation method in order to produce
material with a single phase, high crystallinity, high surface area, smaller particle size (up to
7 nm), high stability and the highest ORR activity.
To sum up, in comparing the relative effects of dopants (such as Ni, Mn) and preparation
conditions/methods, the dopant effect is much more important for the overall performance
of the spinels for the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline media. The electrochemical
performance of cobalt based Ni and Mn containing spinels could be further increased or
developed if they can be fabricated with carbon based materials (such as nitrogen-doped
reduced graphene oxide (N-rGO), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and carbon powder (XC-72R))
since carbon based materials not only increase conductivity but also help the dispersion of
oxide materials to prevent agglomeration, which results in higher surface area and better
accessibility of electrolyte to the surface area of metal oxides. However, stable carbon
materials must be found that do not degrade at OER potentials, if the materials are to be used
as bifunctional catalysts. Similarly, the effect of the 2e- reduction of oxygen on the carbon
materials would need to be suppressed or a facile co-catalyst included to achieve the 4ereduction.
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Producing Ni and Mn based spinel type Co3O4 without any carbon based materials and
investigating the oxygen reduction reaction mechanism at aforementioned spinels in alkaline
media in details are another novelty of the work presented in this thesis. As already
highlighted in previous chapters, the ORR activity of the carbon or carbon based materials
(support 2e- reduction) have been widely ignored in the literature.
For the future work, It could be worth to try some in-situ XAS studies especially of Co3O4
and NiCo2O4 before and after the oxidation/reduction peaks’ potentials, which are observed
at around 500 mV (vs Hg/HgO), since it is still not certain the exact oxidation states of the
oxidation/reduction couple, which are widely assigned to Co(III/IV)/Ni(III/IV) couple in the
literature.
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Figure A2.1. SEM images of MnCo2O4 coated GC electrode edges at 6 different points on
the circumference.
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Figure A4.1. The voltammograms for the reduction and oxidation of ≈ 10 mM H2O2 in N2
purged 1 M KOH at Co3O4 coated glassy carbon with electrolyte waiting times (0 and 12
hours). Temperature: 25 oC; Potential scan rate: 5 mV s-1. For each measurement, 10 mM
H2O2 in 1 M KOH was used from volumetric flask.
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